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Abstract

Using dislocation concepts, primarily as relevant to geometrical considerations, and other basic facts concerning plastic properties of crystalline materials, a number of qualitative and quantitative relationships in the area of friction and wear are developed:

(i) The accepted model for friction and wear is expanded to include the micro-roughness which must necessarily arise at contact spots on account of inhomogeneities in elastic and plastic deformation.

(ii) A simple formula is proposed to describe the conditions under which adhesion is important.

(iii) The concept of the "basic" case is introduced, which is sliding wear between average-rough and average-clean surfaces, such that adhesion as well as surface films can be neglected.

(iv) A closer examination of the deformation process at indentations and underneath wear tracks shows that the reactive force balancing the normal force between the two sliding surfaces originates at considerably larger distances from the interface than the reaction to the tangential traction.

(v) Based on this insight, an expression for the coefficient of friction in the "basic" case is derived. This is found to predict decreasing values of the coefficient of friction with decreasing crystal symmetry and, hence, decreasing numbers of "easy" crystallographic glide systems.

(vi) This expression for the coefficient of friction predicts a number of effects which appear to be consistent with observations, dependent on surface texture, surface hardness, and surface temperature.

(vii) The conditions under which surface films may be neglected are more closely examined, together with some effects of surface platings.

(viii) Delamination wear is found to follow necessarily whenever the flow-stress of the material near the surface is a function of the cumulative strain.

(ix) Expressions for the wear coefficient and for the incubation period preceding "steady-state" delamination wear are derived and compared with available data.

(x) The subsurface shear strain distribution underneath surfaces exposed to "steady-state" sliding wear is derived for the case that the applied shear stress, due to the tangential tractions, is balanced by the local shear strength as raised by work hardening. The result depends on the prevailing work-hardening law. It is shown that one well-investigated case is explained in this manner, using a work-hardening law that appears to be common in wire drawing.

(xi) Dislocation cells underneath worn surfaces are shown to be quite similar to those found in drawn wire, and evidence is presented indicating that these cells are in accord with theoretical predictions based on dislocation theory.

(xii) While either a hard or soft, very thin surface layer may be present, it is unlikely to be due to any esoteric dislocation reactions. However, it is important to realize that dislocation cell walls are mobile by nature. Therefore dislocation cells do not deform homologously with the material. Therefore, also, the dislocation cells may generate the appearance of recrystallization when in fact none took place.
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DISLOCATION CONCEPTS AND FRICTION AND WEAR

Introduction

The area of friction and wear is so vast that any single treatment or model cannot explain all, or even the majority of, measurements and observations. Further, for most purposes it is highly unlikely that detailed dislocation mechanisms can throw much light on friction and wear, for the reason that the sizes or volumina involved, e.g. the size of the wear debris, the depth of the deformed surface layer, and the diameter of the typical contact spot, are very large compared to the individual dislocation. The value of dislocation theory in the present context will therefore mostly be in the light it sheds on materials properties and their effects on friction and wear. The following discussion is, correspondingly, not attempting to analyze specific dislocation motions or reactions but uses knowledge of materials properties, as known in connection with dislocation behavior, to extend understanding of friction and wear in what is considered to be the "basic" case. This is the case of dry sliding after repeated passes between two parallel surfaces, neither extremely rough nor smooth, whose nominal area of contact is much larger than the load-bearing area of contact, and in which the two contacting materials are homogeneous, have no unduly thick or strong surface layers, and undergo no crystallographic or chemical transformations.

What Makes a Contact Spot Strong and How are Asperities Maintained?

Very commonly, friction and wear are considered in terms of two apparently contradictory models, indicated in Fig. 1. Fig. 1A exemplifies the model of the adhesion theory. According to Bowden and Tabor(1) this theory is ultimately founded on the work of T. Desaguliers in 1784. Its modern development was pioneered mainly by R. Holm(2) in connection with electrical contacts
Fig. 1 Commonly accepted (A, B) and improved (C) models for friction and wear, based on adhesion (A) and on "plowing" of sharp asperities through the softer material (B), and (C) roughening of contact spots by micro-roughness generated through inhomogeneities of elastic and plastic deformation. A complete contact spot may consist of two or more interacting "hills". If so, (C) depicts one such hill rather than a complete contact spot. Also the micro-roughness is not believed to provide complete atomic contact throughout, but more likely only over 1/3 to 1/2 of the area. Gap widths are almost certainly no more than a few hundred angstrom, and typically much less.
and by Bowden and Tabor as summarized in their books\(^3, 4\). In the adhesion theory of friction it is recognized that two sliding surfaces touch only at a number of separate contact spots which together amount to a small fraction of the geometrical contact area, as indicated in Fig. 1A. These contact spots are considered to be very strong, causing friction damage rather than permitting simple sliding of the two surfaces past each other, on the hypothesis that atomistic contact gives rise to adhesion, or local welding, stronger than the shear strength of the softer material underneath. This view has recently been vigorously criticized, especially by Bikerman\(^5\) and, in regard to the wear mechanism, by N. P. Suh and coworkers\(^6\), after Rabinowicz\(^7\), although generally in favor of the theory, had already pointed out shortcomings of it: Most obviously, simply pressing or rubbing metals together does not give rise to sticking, as it would if the adhesion at contact spots was as general and strong as assumed in the adhesion theory of friction. If in fact the postulated strong adhesion of metals at their contact spots were to take place, metals could not be handled without some protective surface treatment, lest they stick together on mere contact much like cellotape.

On the plus side, it is true that cold welding (or frictional welding) is often observed. Indeed, it was its demonstration for the case of lead balls by Desaguliers, which originally launched the adhesion theory as outlined by Bowden and Tabor\(^1\). Further, the adhesion theory is effective in explaining the basic laws of friction. This is due to two fundamental assumptions of the theory. These are, firstly, that the total area of actual atomistic contact is proportional to the normal force between the two surfaces because, at the contact spots, plastic deformation of the softer of the two materials typically takes place to the point of saturation hardening; secondly,
that the adhesion or local welding between the two surfaces at the contact spots is always so strong that surface sliding is inhibited and, instead, shearing or fracture takes place in the subsurface layers, at least of the softer material. In this manner, the coefficient of friction is found independent of load as well as of apparent (overall geometric) area of contact and, within fairly wide limits, of roughness. With the further fact that the flow stress of crystalline materials tends to be little dependent on strain rate, the effective velocity independence of the coefficient of friction, again within fairly wide limits, is explained.

Fig. 1B, by contrast, is a model for the "ploughing" of asperities of the harder of the two materials through the softer. Indeed, it seems clear that some "ploughing", or perhaps better "grooving", takes place in friction, since wear tracks almost uniformly show fine grooves. Examples are shown in Fig. 2 due to L. K. Ives. From this it may be seen that the asperities or particles which are generating the grooves are evidently rather long-lived, since the line pattern does not change significantly over the length of tracks shown in the micrographs. Specifically, the right part of Fig. 2 is included because it shows more clearly than the left part that the asperities or particles causing the grooves are on the micron size scale, at least in this example, and that the grooving is quite shallow for the most part.

The question which arises in this connection is how the asperities or particles responsible for this grooving are formed. Are they the same asperities which make contact spots of the type illustrated in Fig. 1A? To answer that question, one must try to evaluate the size of the average contact spot. This is not entirely straightforward because of uncertainty as to the number of contact spots which remains in spite of some superb research on the
Fig. 2 Wear track on copper ring, tested under lubricated sliding condition, seen with two different magnifications as indicated. The grooving (which can be seen to consist of rather long scratches on the left part of the figure, and to be very shallow as seen on the right) is believed to be caused by micro-roughness of the kind indicated in Fig. 1C. While at actual contact spots, as in Fin. 1C, there is interlocking and relative rest between the two sides, grooving must occur at the sides of the contact spots and interacting "hills", and where surfaces are sufficiently separated to prevent locking but still within range of the highest asperities. The latter condition will routinely occur when contact spots of the kind in Fin. 1C are in the process of being released. "Grooving" is considered to contribute in the order of between 10% and 20% to the coefficient of friction, and only very little to wear. (Courtesy of L. K. Ives, ref. 8).
geometry of contacting surfaces (e.g. ref. 9-11). What, then, is the typical size of a contact spot? According to adhesion theory, and in accordance with much experimental evidence, the average load bearing area, $A_b$ per contact spot, of altogether $N$ contact spots between two surfaces pressed together with the force $P$, is

$$A_b = \frac{P}{HN} = \pi d^2/4 \quad (1)$$

if $H$ designates the hardness of the softer of the two members. Much more will have to be said below about the "hardness" or "flow pressure", $H$, introduced here. At this point is is sufficient to assume that $H$ is a fairly well defined materials constant and that eq. 1 is obeyed independent of the magnitudes of $N$ and $P$.

For the majority of cases of interest, in practice as well as in the laboratory, $P$ is in the order of 3 kg weight within, say, two orders of magnitude. Next, $N$ is almost never a large number. For electrically conducting contact spots, Holm$^{(12)}$ found values of $N$ up to 18 in a particular run of experiments, while recently $N$ has been given by McNab$^{(13)}$ as between 10 and 50; and direct observations by means of infra-red microscopy by H. Kongsjorden, J. Kulsetås and J. Sletbak$^{(14)}$ revealed several separate temperature peaks over an apparent contact area of a few square millimeters. In fact, quite commonly $N$ is still smaller than the quoted values, namely three, or two, or even one.

The reason for this is thermal instability, a topic that is the subject of increasingly intense investigation, largely pioneered by Burton and co-workers$^{(15)}$. Namely, frictional heat raises the temperature of contact spots and their surroundings, causing them to bulge out, thereby increasing the frictional force, with the resultant further rise in temperature. This process acts more powerfully
on larger than on smaller contact spots, eliminating the latter in favor of
the former. Subsequent wear either causes a slow migration of these contact
spots, or reduces the local stress at the one or several operative contact
spots below a critical level when other spots take over. The result, by
theory as well as by observation \(^{16, 17}\) are the discussed one or only a
very few contact spots per sliding interface, the so-called "hot spots", at
least beyond some critical loads and speeds. Fig. 3 gives an example due
to J. P. Netzel \(^{17}\).

To obtain some very rough impression of the size of a typical contact
spot let, then, \(N\) be ten, and assume \(H = 50 \text{ kg}^*/\text{mm}^2\) at a load of three kilo-
gram weight, i.e. \(P = 3 \text{ kg}^*\). With these fairly typical numbers, eq. 1 yields
\(A_{0} = 6 \times 10^{-3} \text{ mm}^2\) or \(d = 90 \mu\text{m}\). Similarly, in the experiments by Holm referred
to above, \(d\) ranged between 70 and 126 microns. Such numbers are evidently much
larger than the width of the average plowing asperity inferred from Fig. 2. In
fact, considering eq. 1 it will be seen that, with \(N \leq 50\) and with \(H\) typically
\(\leq 100 \text{ kg}^*/\text{mm}^2\), contact spots of the size of the grooving in Fig. 2 could only
arise with loads of several grams or less, whereas also for the case of Fig. 2
the computed contact spot diameter is about 100 microns.

Another problem, besides size considerations, with the model of a "plough-
ing" asperity is that in ploughing, such as in a farm field, the ploughed
material is cut and heaped up on either side of the furrow and is not trans-
ported towards the end of the furrow. This kind of deformation is indeed
often observed alongside grooves and furrows at the appropriate small scale.
However, severe dragging in the direction of relative motion, to a depth
much larger than the grooving, is very commonly observed in the subsurface
regions, at least in the softer member. Figs. 4 and 5 give examples, due to
Fig. 3 "Hot spot", representing one persistent contact spot which is possibly composed of several interacting "hills", in the mating ring of a face seal after 45 minutes of operation. (Courtesy of J. P. Netzel, ref. 17).
Dautzenberg\textsuperscript{(18)} and Hirst and Lancaster\textsuperscript{(19)}, respectively. Thus we see that experimental evidence regarding subsurface strain distribution as given in Figs. 4 and 5 supports the adhesive model of friction according to Fig. 1A and not the ploughing model of Fig. 1B, whereas the topography of the wear track as shown in Fig. 2 supports the ploughing model, albeit with asperities on a much smaller scale than the size of the contact spots.

At this point a more detailed consideration of the deformation processes, in terms of dislocations, becomes useful: As seen, the strain distribution under wear tracks, e.g. as illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5, extends to a distance comparable to the estimated diameter of the average contact spot. This is not only in agreement with stress analysis such as performed by Davies\textsuperscript{(20)} and Jahanmir and Suh\textsuperscript{(21)}, but also with observations by L. D. Dyer\textsuperscript{(22)} of strains and dislocation distributions about indentations (modelling the asperities at contact spots) in highly perfect single crystals. Fig. 6 due to Dyer shows the shape of an indentation made by a sapphire ball on the cube face of a copper single crystal, and Figs. 7 and 8 by Dyer show the resulting dislocation distribution. Admittedly, in this particularly soft material with its very low yield stress the indentation, as well as the zone through which dislocations spread, were larger for the same load than in an ordinary metal. Yet, the geometry is believed to be well represented, because the ratio of these two sizes is presumably largely independent of yield stress and, hence, choice of material, provided that the number of available slip systems is adequately large.

The point that in Fig. 8 the most intense dislocation concentration (indicative of the highest operative stress and hardening) is found well below the surface, in line with continuum theory\textsuperscript{(20, 21)}, is gratifying.
Fig. 4 The displacement field of a worn copper pin, made visible by placing an aluminum foil between the two halves of the pin which was cut perpendicular to the sliding direction and pressed together before the wear test against SAE 1045 steel. 4 kg load. (Courtesy of J. H. Dautzenberg, ref. 18).

Fig. 5 Microstructure under wear track of 60/40 brass pins (top) and correlated hardness measurements (bottom) for two different sliding speeds under otherwise the same conditions. Note that the wear layer is roughly 120 μm thick, which is considered to be comparable to the diameter of the average contact spot in this case, and at the same time to be a fairly representative value for contact spot diameters. Note that the thickness of the wear fragments was only ~3 μm. (After W. Hirst and J. K. Lancaster, ref. 19).
Fig. 6 Indentation made by a 1/4" (5.35 mm) polished sapphire ball on the highly polished cube face of an especially perfect conner crystal, under 1 kg load. (Courtesy of L. D. Dyer, ref. 22).
Fig. 7. Regularly arranged indentations of the kind shown in Fig. 6, made on the same crystal and etched to reveal dislocation intersections with the surface. (Courtesy of L. D. Dyer, ref. 22).
Fig. 8 Dislocation distribution beneath an indentation such as in Figs. 6 and 7, revealed by etching a polished section parallel to a (111) plane. It passes not through the center of the indentation but through the center of the dislocation concentration underneath, thereby somewhat underrepresenting the dislocation density directly at the surface at the indentation. Note also that, due to the obliqueness of the cut, vertical distances are expanded by about 20%. (Courtesy of L. D. Dyer, ref. 22).
Indeed, there is acceptable agreement between the observed dislocation distribution in Fig. 8 and stress maps obtained from theoretical stress analysis, as will be seen by comparison of Fig. 8 with Fig. 9. Clearly, stress analysis and observations on dislocations, both yield the result that the highest shear stresses and shear strains under an indentor or asperity occur somewhat below the surface and extend for a distance comparable with the size of the indentation. In turn, the range of the strong surface shear strain (Figs. 4 and 5) is of the same magnitude as the size of the contact spots, namely

\[ d = \sqrt{A_b} = \sqrt{P/HN} = \sqrt{(P/H)/3} \]  

(2)

found to be in the neighborhood of 0.1 mm in typical cases as explained. Therefore, there can be little doubt left that in friction and wear the surface layers are dragged along by strongly adhering contact spots, and that the asperities responsible for the grooving are of a quite different kind and of a much smaller size.

In order to obtain a possible answer as to the nature of the smaller asperities, consider yet another aspect of the deformation processes at contact spots of metals. To begin with, assume that, although mildly curved so as to produce localized plastically deformed contact spots, the two surfaces are ideally smooth. An examination of the two surfaces directly after pressing them together without sliding, might show that the harder of the two materials had retained a smooth surface. The same could, however, not possibly be true for the softer one, because there is absolutely no deformation process in crystalline materials which does not cause inhomogeneous distortions: if both objects had been single crystals, crystallographic slip would have caused slip lines and the corresponding surface roughening. Had
Fig. 9 Elastic distortion of a flat surface by an indenting sphere, and contour lines showing the values of the maximum shear stresses beneath the (elastic) indentation in units of the mean pressure exerted by the ball over the contacting area, according to D. Tabor (Fig. 24 of ref. 31), based on R. M. Davies, ref. 20.
there been twinning, this would have caused even greater roughening. Had there been grain boundaries in the softer material, this would further have added roughening due to differences in the hardness of the different grains depending on orientation. Fig. 10, also due to Dyer \cite{23}, shows this anisotropy by inference, plus one perhaps yet more unexpected, namely that even for the same surface, (rolling) friction and hardness depend on the direction of relative motion. Correspondingly, different directions of relative motion give rise to different slip line patterns and different surface roughness, and incidentally also different coefficients of friction.

To all of those effects one must add elastic inhomogeneity: Specifically, elastic anisotropy in the softer material means that, depending on orientation, the elastic part of the deformation differs from crystallite to crystallite, along with peak hardness. As a result, the crystallites of the harder material are subject to different elastic strains, and hence reactive pressures, from one to the next crystallite of the softer partner also from this cause, besides responding differently even to the same pressure on account of their own elastic anisotropy. Thus the elastic compression in both materials differs from grain to grain on their own side, as well as from grain to grain on the opposite side, which differences translate into the corresponding variations of the plastic, permanent strain in the softer material. In addition, compatibility stresses at the grain boundaries must necessarily cause further rather abrupt changes in the plastic deformation of the softer material from one side to the other of any grain boundary, in both of the opposing surfaces.

Consider further that real materials are not ideally homogeneous, at best, and that they often contain second and third phases of greatly different hardness and elasticity. Also to be considered is the effect of entrapped
Fig. 10 Micrographs showing surface features (left) and associated micro hardness values (right) about the ends of rolling tracks made by a 1/4" (6.35mm) polished sapphire ball under a load of 200 g* on the highly polished cube surface of an exceptionally perfect copper single crystal. At the top the rolling direction is [110] and the measured coefficient of rolling friction in this direction was 0.0059. For the [100] rolling direction at the bottom the coefficient of rolling friction was 0.0045. (Courtesy of L. D. Dyer, ref. 23).
extraneous particles such as dust. Last, not least, if either or both of
the materials had been covered by a brittle surface film, this might have
cracked in a type of crazing pattern, with the correspondingly varied abrupt
changes of the normal pressure transmitted across the interface and the plastic
def ormation in response thereto. Altogether, then, compressing two surfaces
together must automatically and necessarily lead to micro-roughness. At the
least, the depth of this micro-roughness must be on the scale of slip lines,
and of the differences in plastic deformation normal to the interface that
are complementary to the differences in the elastic deformation of grains.
Note that such micro-roughness can never be rubbed off or otherwise vanish
during wear, since it reestablishes itself in ever different configurations
as wear occurs, and as through sliding the local conditions change continuously.

The depth of slip lines is very variable. It depends on strain, surface
orientation, material, surface films, and loading conditions, including strain
rate and temperature. Typically, the scale of roughness from this cause will
be in the one hundred to one or a few thousand angstrom range. To estimate
the roughness due to elastic anisotropy, let Young's modulus, E, vary by the
amount of $\Delta E$ as a function of orientation. The elastic compression of
layer thickness $d$ under pressure $H$ is $h = H d / E$. Therefore, $\Delta h$, the height
difference resulting from the elastic deformation of a layer thickness $d$
under compressive stress $H$ at elastic anisotropy $\Delta E / E$, is given by

$$\Delta h = d (H/E) (\Delta E/E),$$

provided the grains are of a size larger than, or comparable to, $d$. Taking
$H/E = 5 \times 10^{-3}$, $\Delta E/E = 0.2$, and $d = 0.1$ mm, as fairly typical numbers, one
thus obtains $\Delta h = 0.1 \mu m$ from this source. Note that this is just about the
scale of the roughness which appears to have caused the grooving in Fig. 2.

That micro-roughness is indeed generated at plastically deformed contacts, even if between two initially quite smooth surfaces free of grain boundaries, is directly documented by Fig. 11. This micrograph compares to Fig. 6 but was obtained at a much smaller load (namely 20 g) and using interference contrast to make slightest surface roughness visible. In Fig. 11, traces of slip lines can be seen in the indentation, plus small hillocks which might be due to materials inhomogeneities, or perhaps entrapped dust.

In light of the above considerations and experimental evidence, then, it seems certain that micro-roughness must be a ubiquitous feature at all contact spots. This conclusion permits a harmonious synthesis of the models in Figs. 1A and 1B; namely, the theoretical model for friction and wear ought to be modified by including in it the discussed micro-roughness, as shown in Fig. 1C. With this modification, the origin of the strength of the contact spots, and the reason why the subsurface material below the contact spots shears, in preference to simple sliding along the surfaces, is clarified.

The suggestion that surface roughness may lead to interlocking at contact spots is not new but, rather, goes back ultimately to Coulomb (1736-1806). As outlined by Bowden and Tabor, Coulomb "recognized that adhesion might play some part in friction (but) rejected it as the main cause. He felt friction was due to the role of surface roughness..." — all of which is entirely the standpoint developed above. Coulomb went on to consider the surface roughness at contact spots as if composed of ramps inclined, say, at an angle $\phi$ to the macroscopic interface whence, for uphill sliding, $\mu = \tan \phi$. This notion of Coulomb's was criticized by John Leslie in 1804 on the grounds that there was as much downhill as uphill sliding, and that there could be no net effect.
Fig. 11  As Fig. 6 but for a 20 $\phi^*$ load and using interference contrast to reveal finest details in surface topography. Note the micro-roughness in the indentation, caused partly by slip lines, and partly due to other causes, including perhaps minute surface contamination or irregularities in the unseen oxide layer. (Courtesy of L. D. Dyer, ref. 22).
on the basis of Coulomb's mechanism on \( \mu \) for that reason. The approach in this paper differs from Coulomb's, in that the present model is based on the contention that interlocking by micro-roughness prevents relative motion, except via plastic deformation in the surface layer, at least over the area of the contact spots. This model, in turn, resembles the hypothesis put forth by Leslie in 1804\(^{(1)} \) it seems.

**Micro-Roughness and Persistent Asperities of Contact Spots**

The application of the model of Fig. 1C does not mean that local welding and/or noticeable adhesion does not occur at all, or is restricted to very clean conditions. For example, the cracking of brittle surface films must expose fresh surfaces at the contact spot interface. If that happens among materials of similar hardness, true adhesion can occur where film cracks on the two sides intersect, provided that they are wide enough for the underlying material to touch, perhaps after squeezing through the cracks by means of plastic flow. According to J. B. P. Williamson\(^{(24)} \) that latter effect can be microscopically verified for two pieces of aluminum after pressing them together; much the same effect was earlier suggested by Whitehead\(^{(25)} \). Also, clean surfaces are continuously exposed in the course of wear, and these are capable of adhesion, especially at high pressures which have the effect of relatively increasing contact area to geometrical area and thus retarding re-contamination. At any rate, whenever and to whichever degree adhesion and/or welding arise, they supplement the mechanical locking due to surface roughness and, if strong, they can be dominant and cause the corresponding effects.

Regardless of the relative strength of adhesion, (provided it is not dominant, a point to which we shall return later) the achievements of the adhesive theory of wear remain intact by the use of the model of Fig. 1C
since the essential assumptions remain unchanged: Namely, even more than in the unmodified adhesion theory, the typical load-bearing spot is not subject to sliding between the surfaces but deforms and/or shifts through subsurface plastic deformation. Secondly, as before, the total load-bearing area between the two surfaces remains to be (nearly) proportional to the normal force between them, subject to the limitations that the load be large enough to cause adequate local plastic deformation and small enough that only a minor fraction of the geometrical surface is in load-bearing contact.

The above statement that with and without micro-roughness the contact area is proportional to the load, and the more detailed properties of contact spots, deserve some elaboration. To begin with, it was shown by Archard(26) and Greenwood and Williamson(9) that, quite commonly, for large $N$ a proportionality between $NA_b$ and $P$ comparable to eq. 1 may be expected even though the contact spots are not plastically deformed, whereas for a single asperity in elastic loading $A_b$ is proportional to $P^{2/3}$ according to the Hertzian solution(27). This was found to be true especially when smaller protruberances were located on individual asperities. It would thus be expected to be true also for the Gaussian distributions, $A_b$ to be independent of load.

Furthermore, micro-roughness on asperities has received repeated attention and Fig. 1C has to be interpreted in light of preceding work. Specifically, Fig. 1C is not meant to imply that microscopic contact is complete over all of the micro-roughness features indicated in Fig. 1C. From the viewpoint of materials science this is clear, assuming a very thin or no surface film, because of the inability of glide deformation along slip lines to produce smoothness, or true conformity to an opposing surface, on a scale less than
the distance between, and depth of glide on, active slip lines. While load
is applied, elastic deformation will cause better conformity than plastic
defformation alone can achieve. However, as will be discussed with a some-
what different viewpoint in connection with eqs. 4 to 9, a local pressure \( H \),
as exists at a contact spot, will not even out surface undulations beyond an
angle of \( \sim 2H/\pi E \). Assuming \( H/E = 5 \times 10^{-3} \) as before, this means that only
undulations equal to, or less than, about 0.2° will be obliterated, which
will be a small minority.

If, then, micro-roughness asperities due to inhomogeneous deformation
are superimposed on the contact asperities, the considerations of Pullen and
Williamson (11) apply. Their theory showed that peaks of interacting asperities
on an indented region are flattened to the point that actual contact is close
to 50%, provided that the surface and subsurface have the same hardness. That
theory explains the intuitively most surprising persistence of roughness in
macroscopic ball indentations that was first convincingly documented by A. J.
W. Moore's (28) classical paper, as seen in Fig. 12.

Moore (28) had suggested that the hills in macroscopic indentations were
persistent on account of preferential workhardening. Quite in line with our
own preceding argument Moore realized that the indentation hardness controlling
the compressing of the hills is that at a distance of their diameter below
the surface, while the macro indentation conforms to the hardness at a distance
of the macro indentation's diameter below the surface, more or less. Yet,
although such hardness differences will be real enough, they are not the
major reason for the persistence of hills in indentations, as was shown
by Williamson and Hunt (10). Rather, according to the theory and experiments
by Pullen and Williamson (11), flattening of hilltops is compensated by
simultaneous rising of the valleys in the surface profile. This accounts
for the volume displaced, and causes equilibrium to be established when the
Fig. 12 Taper section of a deep indentation in annealed copper that had had a grooved surface made via turning on a lathe. Note the persistence of the "hills" in the indentation. However, it was noted that these hills were soon obliterated through sliding wear at the same load. (After A. J. W. Moore, ref. 28).
local pressure at the flattened hilltops is twice the average contact pressure over the indentation, while real contact occurs over only one half the area of the indentation, provided, that is, if the hardness is the same everywhere. When the hardness at the surface is $H_s$ as compared to the bulk hardness $H_b$, Pullen and Williamson\(^{(11)}\) find that the fraction of surface making real contact is $\frac{H_b}{(H_b + H_s)}$ which reduces to $\frac{1}{2}$ for $H_b = H_s$.

Pullen and Williamson\(^{(11)}\) also consider the possible existence of a micro-roughness on the flattened hilltops as follows (ref. 11 p. 170): "If a large number of discrete micro-asperities exist on each asperity then in principle these also should act cooperatively and it can readily be shown that the degree of contact within the "real" contact area (now the nominal contact area of the micro-asperity population) would be two thirds." - assuming constant hardness throughout, that is.

This latter speculation was quite likely prompted by a very fine roughness on the flattened hilltops, in the order of, say, 0.3 $\mu$m, visible on the surface profile tracings published by Pullen and Williamson\(^{(11)}\) and Williamson and Hunt\(^{(10)}\). It is this which is here identified as the micro-roughness considered in this paper and indicated in Fig. 1C. The hills in the indentations may or may not have a true parallel for our present purposes. That uncertainty arises because the experiments in refs. 10 and 11 were conducted at pressures above the hardness of the specimen before the indentations or tests were made. Thus one might identify the hills with the contact spots during friction and wear, except that they are non-interacting in that case. On the other hand, it is widely believed that at low pressure the contact spots occur in clusters, with Pullen and Williamson\(^{(11)}\) concluding: "Thus even at light loads when the contact spots occupy only a small fraction of the overall contact area they cannot, for most practical surfaces, be treated
as independent. As in local indentations, the real area of contact is not \( \frac{W}{P} \) as predicted by the classical theory but just half this; and the real pressure is not \( P \) but \( 2P \).*

In the further discussion in the present paper, it will be argued that the surface shearing deformation takes place below the level of the valleys in the micro-roughness or the valleys between the clusters of contact spots, as the case may be. The reason for this is that no systematic shear deformation is possible above that level. Therefore, the results of Pullen and Williamson do not affect eq. 1, provided \( A_0 \) is taken to be the (average) area over which correlated hills and micro-asperities make contact with the opposing member, while \( N \) is the (average) number of spots at which systematic shear takes place at any one moment. A "contact spot" will therefore mean that local region over which interacting contact spots are distributed and participate in what is in effect a single larger indentation. \( A_0 \) will be the average area of such regions and \( N \) their average number.

The above details may be less important for wear than might initially be thought because the persistence of hills and valleys observed by Moore (28), which triggered the subsequent work by Williamson and coworkers (10, 11), is typical for stationary contacts only. In relative sliding the hills are rapidly obliterated, but it appears that the micro-roughness is preserved (see ref. 28 p. 237 and Figs. 11 and 12). Even so, it is possible, if not probable, that on average there is more than one hill per contact spot also during sliding.

Having thus clarified the meaning of \( A_0 \) and \( N \) as used throughout this paper, a similar clarification is needed in regard to the hardness, \( H \). Indeed, this is a thornier problem, in spite of the fact that it is usually agreed among researchers that hardness is a materials property which, in wear, may be

*Footnote: The symbols \( W \) and \( P \) in the above quote correspond to \( P \) and \( H \), respectively, in this paper.
assumed to be independent of the load, the number of contact spots, and their shape. One particular difficulty encountered for our present purposes is that the hardness (defined as the "Meyer hardness" see ref. 29, for example, namely $H = P/\pi A_b$ with $A_b$ the projected area of the indentation as in eq. 1) depends on the relative depth of indentation. Measured values of $H$, obtained from single ball indentations, rise rapidly from zero to a kind of saturation value while the ratio of depth of indentation to ball radius rises from zero to $3\%$ (30-33). This initial rise of hardness with increasing depth of indentation coincides with the stress range before all requisite slip systems are activated. Beyond this range, the hardness is equal to $2.8 \sigma_y (30, 31)$ or $H = 3 \sigma_y$, if $\sigma_y$ is the yield stress in tension (say, the stress of 0.2% plastic strain), more or less. However, the plastic deformation made by the ball indenter (and equivalently by the harder side meeting an asperity on the softer) workhardens the material. As a consequence the measured value of $H$ continues to rise.

Tabor (30, 31) has shown that the measured hardness approximates the hardness which the material would have if it were subjected to a tensile strain of $\epsilon = 0.1 d/r$ beyond the existing state, wherein $d$ is the diameter of the indentation and $r$ is the radius of the indenting ball. It is therefore possible to infer the tensile stress-tensile strain curve, i.e. $\sigma(\epsilon)$, of an annealed material from hardness measurements made with different ball sizes and loads, substituting $2.8 H$ for $\sigma(\epsilon)$ and $0.1 d/r$ for $\epsilon$.

Translating this result into the conditions in sliding friction, one might thus say that $H$ equals $2.8 \sigma^* y$, where $\sigma^* y$ is the yield stress of the material (at a distance $\sqrt{A_b}$ below the surface) after it has been work hardened beyond its original state as if by a tensile strain of $0.1\sqrt{A_b}/r$. 
As a further complication, \( H \) is somewhat rate dependent, increasing with decreasing time of indentation. This effect is strong for soft materials, but for rather hard materials the dynamic hardness is practically constant \((20, 30)\) and is equal to (or very close to) \( 2.8 \sigma_y^* \) as defined above.

**Adhesion and Surface Roughness**

About the rim of any contact spot an annular region exists in which the opposing surfaces are separated by only a very small gap width \((34)\). In Fig. 1C, for example, the region at issue is that where the two surfaces include a small angle, just inside of the circle. Electric tunneling in that annular zone, believed to span a gap width in the order of 5 angstroms, has lately been investigated \((35, 36)\). Similarly one must expect adhesive forces of interaction to act across that gap. The extent of that annular zone, relative to the load bearing area \( A_b \), increases with the number of contact spots and decreases with increasing load. Above all, it is a strong function of surface smoothness, increasing with decreasing surface roughness: As the load per contact spot decreases, so that the individual contact spots shrink in size and the surface distortion due to local plastic deformation decreases, so, evidently, the annular gap up to some fixed distance of separation increases in relative area. Similarly, decreasing the pre-existent surface curvature causes a size increase in the discussed annular zone.

One may make a very rough estimate of the strength of the adhesive forces across the annular gap as follows: If the total interfacial energy of the two sides is reduced by \( \Delta \gamma \) when they are in atomistic contact, as compared to their being separated by a distance \( s \) equal to the range of the adhesive forces, then the average attractive stress between the two sides at distance \( s \) is

\[
p_y = \Delta \gamma / s = \Delta \gamma / nb, \tag{4}\]
expressing $s$ as a multiple of $b$, the atomic diameter. Presumably, the range of adhesive forces is a few or several angstroms, so that $n = 2$ appears to be a reasonable estimate. Now, in a material of elastic modulus $E$, a sine wave of displacement

$$u = A \sin \frac{2\pi x}{\lambda}$$

is elastically flattened by a pressure

$$p_A = \pi E A / \lambda$$

From equations 4 and 5 one may find the maximum surface waviness such that it would be flattened by adhesive forces and, hence, give rise to complete contact between the two surfaces. In this, it is helpful to employ a rough empirical relationship between the surface tension $\gamma$, the atomic diameter $b$, and Young's modulus $E$, namely

$$\gamma = \frac{E b}{20}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

The relative change of total surface energy may therefore be written

$$\Delta\gamma / 2\gamma = 10 \Delta\gamma / E b,$$

assuming that the surface energy and elastic constants are similar on the two sides.

From equating the two pressures, $p_A$ and $p_\gamma$, and using eq. 8, one finds the maximum value of the average angle of surface inclination due to roughness such that adhesive forces will establish complete atomistic contact over the surface,

$$(2A / \lambda)_\text{crit} = \theta_\text{crit} = (\Delta\gamma / \gamma) / 10\pi n.$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)
With \( n = 2 \), as introduced above, and \( \Delta \gamma/\gamma \approx 1 \), it correspondingly follows that very strong adhesive effects must arise for surface waviness with average surface inclinations between the two surfaces smaller than, or about equal to, 

\[
\theta_{\text{crit}} = 0.015 (\Delta \gamma/\gamma) \leq 0.9^\circ.
\] (10)

For surface roughnesses much larger than the limiting value given by eq. 10, which are indeed most common due to preceding surface preparation as well as due to sliding and the discussed micro-roughness, the annular zones of adhesion must necessarily be rather small compared to the load-bearing interface, \( A_b \). In fact, the typical surface waviness is \( \theta \approx 5^\circ \). Therefore adhesive forces can be neglected in very many cases, especially since generally \( (\Delta \gamma/\gamma) \) is evidently quite small, witness the fact that it is not possible to mend fractured objects by simply pressing the two sides together, however perfect may be the geometrical match between the two surfaces.

The reason for the low values of \( \Delta \gamma/\gamma \) commonly experienced is, of course, that the adhesive forces are screened by surface films. Such films form almost instantaneously in atmospheric air. Obvious conditions under which strong adhesion arises are, therefore, twofold. Firstly, when eqs. 9 and/or 10 are fulfilled, i.e. in the case of very planar, highly polished, clean surfaces making contact under almost any pressure. Secondly, when surface films are eliminated faster than they can reform. This may readily occur under moderate to high pressures, especially in protective atmospheres or in vacuum when, during wear, new surfaces are made and quickly covered by relatively large contact spots in which air access is inhibited.

For strong adhesion to occur, surface waviness in accordance with eqs. 9 and 10 is most important when the surfaces are relatively at rest. However, it is intuitively clear that adhesion as manifested by seizing can spread via
local plastic deformation when surface films are destroyed through relative motion, especially when motion is slow and/or occurs under high pressures, even if the initial surface should be rough and eq. 10 not be obeyed. These expectations appear to be in general agreement with observation.

For completeness sake, a few more details regarding adhesion may be in order: the concept of compatibility, linking the expected degree of friction and wear among pairs of materials to their alloying behavior, championed by Rabinowics (37, 38), may be theoretically linked to epitaxial behavior. Namely, the value of $\Delta \gamma / \gamma$ in eqs. 9 and 10 would seem to be the same as that which controls epitaxy and plays a considerable role there (39-41). One may thus expect that materials which are known to form good epitaxial systems, namely those with large $\Delta \gamma / \gamma$ in the clean state, are those which are "compatible" in the sense of Rabinowicz, and are those in which adhesive effects are strong. To the extent that sliding wear under high pressure lays bare new uncontaminated surfaces which are at least partly and temporarily shielded from contamination, "compatibility" is thus very relevant if "seizing" is experienced.

Turning to the other extreme, namely contacts under light loads, one may estimate the contribution made by adhesive forces on the basis of the Hertzian contact as discussed by Holm (2): The average diameter of $N$ plastically deformed load-bearing contact spots, modelled as formed by lightly indenting, locally spherical asperities of radius $r_c$ contacting a flat surface under load $P$, is according to eq. 1

$$d = \sqrt{\frac{4P}{\pi HN}}$$

(11)

However, as explained, the average contact spot is surrounded by an annular zone, whose outer diameter may be given by the symbol $d_t$, within which adhesive forces act. If, again, the gap width within which this effect is significant
is taken to be \( s = nb \), then by simple geometry \(^{(34)}\)

\[
d_t = \sqrt{d^2 + 8r_{cnb}} = \sqrt{(4P/\pi nN) + (8r_{cnb})} \quad (12)
\]

As seen before, \( d = 0.1 \) mm within a factor of ten or so, i.e. \( 10^{-6} \text{m}^2 \leq d^2 \leq 10^{-10} \text{m}^2 \) in the majority of cases. By comparison, with \( 10^{-3} \leq r_c \leq 10^{-5} \text{m} \) as a reasonable range, with \( n = 2 \) and with \( b = 3 \times 10^{-10} \text{m} \), one obtains \( 5 \times 10^{-14} \leq 8r_{cnb} \leq 5 \times 10^{-12} \), i.e. orders of magnitude smaller than \( d^2 \).

Therefore, spreading of contact spots is not going to occur to any noticeable extent except under the conditions of high pressure, and/or great cleanliness and surface smoothness outlined above.

**The Number of Slip Systems and the Coefficient of Friction**

According to the model of Fig. 1C, with or without the action of adhesive forces, sliding requires shear deformation of the weaker of the two materials, being sheared off, or carried along by the stronger at least for short distances. However, as clarified by Figs. 6, 7, 8 and 10 it is not possible to shear or drag a surface element without propagating the shear deformation into the surrounding material. In other words, the cross-sectional area over which shearing must occur is larger than the actual load-bearing area of the contact spot and indeed larger than \( A_b \). Certainly it is impossible to drag along a surface element without deforming also surrounding material. This is dramatically obvious in cases of rather strong roughness in which literally material may be pulled over parts of the original surface, as in Figs. 13 and 14, and in extreme cases giving rise even to the burying of extraneous material under material dragged along by contact spots, as shown in Fig. 14. Thus both, the cases of no relative motion and great simplicity (Figs. 6, 7 and 8), as well as of surface turbulence of rather extreme magnitude (Figs. 13 and 14), suggest that the area sheared in sliding is larger than...
Fig. 13 Highly irregular deformation at the interface between a thick gold plating and its AISI 1020 steel substrate underneath the wear track of an AISI 52100 steel slider. (Courtesy of N. P. Suh, ref. 6 p. 4).

Fig. 14 Abraded copper surface showing highly irregular surface deformation to the point that some of the abrading sand particles have become embedded. (Courtesy of L. K. Ives, ref. 6).
the area bearing the normal load by some constant $c$. This constant $c$, which is estimated to lie between 1.5 and 5, is liable to be subject to variations depending on geometry and load.

Using the above result we may write for $\mu$, the coefficient of friction,

$$\mu = \frac{F_t}{P} = \frac{N_c A_p \tau_s}{N_A H} = \frac{c \tau_s}{H}$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)$$

where $F_t$ is the tangential force required for sliding, and $\tau_s$ is the flow stress of the softer material in regard to shear parallel to the surface.

From dislocation theory it is known that plastic deformation of crystalline materials deforming in glide occurs if, and as soon as, the momentary critical resolved shear stress is exceeded on any crystallographic slip system. It appears to have been overlooked in the past that both, the magnitude of the critical resolved shear stress and the factor relating the applied stress to the resolved shear stress on the controlling slip system(s), are different for the surface, at which the shear strain is concentrated, and the subsurface region, in which the hardness is controlled.

Fortunately, for purposes of theory, the plastic strains concerned (in the subsurface region establishing load-bearing indentations and near the surface during sliding) are frequently so large, and/or workhardening is so small, that one may assume that saturation flow stress is attained everywhere. If so, $\tau_s$ and $H$ are related in a simple manner. Namely, in agreement with the discussion in the preceding section.

$$H = 2.8 \sigma_y$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)$$

where $\sigma_y$ is the saturation tensile stress (for the present assumed to be constant). Further, in single glide the saturation resolved shear stress, $\tau_y$,
is correlated with \( \sigma_y \) via the so-called Schmid factor, \( m_b \), as

\[
\tau_y = \sigma_y m_b = \sigma_y (\cos \lambda \cos \chi)
\]

(15a)

where \( \lambda \) and \( \chi \) are the angles made by the compression axis with the active slip directions and slip plane normals, respectively. In eq. 15, meant to be used in connection with eq. 14, the subscript \( b \) has been used as a reminder that the relevant deformation takes place somewhere in the interior and thus may be taken to reflect the orientation in the bulk. Specifically in regard to indentations (i.e., eqs. 14 and 15 together), \( m_b \) depends on crystal orientation or texture, of course. Its value is not easily found in view of the complexity of the deformation, as exemplified in Figs. 7 and 8.

The conditions at the surface are different. In that case the applied shear stress, parallel to the interface in sliding direction, must be resolved into the active slip planes and slip directions carrying the surface shear. However, if single rather than multiple glide occurs, i.e., if slip continues on only one set of parallel glide planes and in only one glide direction, the active slip plane and slip direction reorient to be parallel to the plane and direction of shear, respectively. This has been well-known ever since Schmid and Boas' fundamental work\(^{42}\). Directly at the surface, where the shear deformation is very large as seen in Figs. 4 and 5, a crystal texture should therefore develop such that the "easiest" crystallographic glide plane is parallel to the surface, and the easiest glide direction therein is parallel to the direction of sliding. The factor relating applied stress to resolved shear stress in the top layer, should therefore be nearly unity when, or if, shear in the top layer is confined to only one single slip system. In that case \( \tau_s = \tau_y \), whence with eqs. 13, 14 and 15

\[
\mu = cm_b/2.8
\]

(16)
One other consideration intervenes here, namely that it is as yet uncertain under which circumstances and for what materials single glide is realized in the surface layers during sliding wear. The most simple geometrical concepts outlined above would lead one to expect single glide at the surface but in its totality the deformation in wear is very complicated, as discussed above, and multiple slip would seem to be rather more likely than single glide. In that case, on account of the very large shear strains achieved at the surface, one expects the development of some symmetrical orientation in which two or more glide systems are equally highly stressed.

The simplest example in this connection is that of layer-type crystals. These have only one crystallographic slip plane, namely the basal plane, within which, however, there commonly are three non-parallel glide directions according to three directions of atomic close packing. In single glide, the surface texture would be that described already, namely with the basal plane parallel to the surface and a close packed direction parallel to the direction of wear. However, even in the absence of any alternative mode of plastic deformation it is equally well possible that the strain at the surface settles down to double glide on two equivalent glide directions, thus generating a surface texture in which the direction of wear bisects the angle between the two.

Similarly, in crystal systems with more than one "easy" glide plane (meaning all but layer-type and hcp crystals with a c/a ratio larger than ideal) multiple glide on more than one glide plane could well be expected. The resulting texture, if consisting of but one component, should then be one in which the surface is symmetrical in regard to two or perhaps three, or even four, different slip systems.

The discussed principles may be illustrated by experimental evidence for the case of wire drawing: In wire drawing the wire axis of bcc metals is
parallel to \( <110> \), i.e. not parallel to the \( <111> \) slip direction but symmetrical to two pairs of two \( <111> \) directions each. Fc metals have a double fiber texture in which different grains have either \( <100> \) or \( <111> \) parallel to the wire axis. Since \( <110> \) is the slip direction in fcc metals, as already mentioned, again the texture axes are symmetrical to more than one of the \( <110> \) slip directions, namely symmetrical to four \( <110> \) directions in the case of \( <100> \), and three for \( <111> \).

Low stacking fault energy causes a distinct dissociation of \( \frac{1}{2}<110> \) dislocations into two \( \frac{1}{6}<112> \) partials, to the effect that cross slip as well as dislocation intersections are inhibited to a degree depending on the width of dissociation. This, in turn, has the effect of impeding the simultaneous action of different slip systems. In this light, it is understandable why low stacking fault energies shift the fcc wire drawing texture so as to favor the \( <111> \) component, as was first pointed out by N. Brown(43). Similarly, therefore, one may suspect that the wear texture, and hence wear behavior, of fcc and hcp metals depend on stacking fault energy, a point to which we shall return later.

In rolling textures of metals the same principles may be perceived, albeit with some complications. The rolling texture of bcc metals is \( <110>, \{100\} \), naming first the rolling direction and then the plane of the sheet. That of hcp metals can be \( <1120>, \{0001\} \), as would be expected on the most simple model for single glide, but generally the hcp rolling texture is variable, depending on the number of slip systems and twinning modes participating(44). In fcc metals, \( <112> \) is parallel to the rolling direction (i.e. midway between two \( <110> \) slip directions) but the texture in regard to the plane parallel to the rolling plane is not well defined. For pure fcc metals the average orientation of many grains is best represented as \( \{123\} \) parallel
to the sheet, it seems\(^{(45)}\), while for fcc alloys (i.e. low stacking fault energies) it is more nearly \(\{110\}\). However, especially for pure fcc metals, the texture has at least two components, much like the fcc drawing texture.

One may ask why nature should prefer multiple glide, entailing short mean free dislocation paths and profuse dislocation intersections, before single glide with potentially much longer free paths, thus fewer dislocations generated per unit of glide and much fewer dislocation intersections. It is here suggested that the reason may be found in the specifics of sub-boundary formation as follows: With gratifying regularity, under a host of different deformation conditions, the dislocation density, \(\rho\), is found to depend on \((\tau - \tau_0)\), i.e. the resolved shear stress in excess of the intrinsic frictional stress, \(\tau_0\), as

\[
\rho = \left[\frac{(\tau - \tau_0)}{aGb}\right]^2
\]

with \(a = 0.4\) (within a factor of two, say), \(b\) the Burgers vector, and \(G\) the shear modulus. The great increase of dislocation density during plastic deformation, which in accordance with eq. 17 occurs while \(\tau\) rises in the course of work hardening, arises via mutual dislocation trapping into low-energy configurations. In unidirectional deformation, whenever several independent crystallographic slip systems exist and dislocations are not significantly dissociated intopartials, these low energy configurations typically are, or approach, low-angle boundaries arranged into characteristic networks, commonly referred to as "cell walls" forming a "cell structure".

It could be shown theoretically that the energy of cell walls decreases with increasing number of participating non-parallel Burgers vectors, meaning dislocations belonging to different slip systems\(^{(46)}\), especially in strongly elongated cells in which tilt walls predominate. The effect of twist components
in the cell wall structure modifies this result to the effect that there is not much additional gain in specific dislocation energy stored in the cell walls when the number of non-parallel Burgers vectors rises above three\(^{(47)}\). It follows, therefore, that an accumulation of dislocations with just one type of Burgers vectors strongly attracts dislocations of other types. Among these, the dislocations belonging to highly stressed glide systems are evidently favored by the externally imposed forces. The discussed tendency for the simultaneous operation of two or more glide systems counteracts the impediment against intersecting glide that otherwise exists for all types of dislocations; and it overcomes it, unless the dislocations are substantially extended and intersect only with great difficulty, thereby inhibiting dislocation cell formation.

Theory further shows that the number of possible low-angle boundaries, and hence of cell walls, is truly stupendous, and that cell walls in any arbitrary orientation can be made of any three or more independent Burgers vector directions, provided only that the dislocation densities are free to adjust\(^{(48)}\). Therefore it is difficult to predict the cell structure that will form under different circumstances, but the proclivity for multiple glide, whenever several independent "easy" crystallographic slip systems exist and dislocation intersections are not impeded through unduly large dislocation dissociation, is readily understood from the above principles.

Later on, more will be said about dislocation cells in relation to friction and wear. The topic has been introduced here mainly in preparation for the later discussion and could have been omitted at this point. Namely, the macroscopic effect of the discussed dislocation and cell wall properties is simply that multiple glide takes place readily, and that the resolved shear stresses on different, simultaneously acting glide systems are quite similar. On this
basis, i.e. that, locally, all simultaneously acting glide systems continue to have the same critical resolved shear stress throughout workhardening, plus the fact first pointed out by Taylor\(^{(49)}\) that five independent glide systems are necessary and sufficient for all grains in an aggregate to deform homologously with the external strain, most textures can be generated via computer modelling\(^{(44)}\). However, the fact that deforming single crystals also break up into crystallites, separated by cell walls with gradually increasing angles of misorientation, cannot be so simply explained but requires understanding of the dislocation mechanisms introduced above. In this light, the effect of dislocation dissociation into partials is to selectively increase the critical resolved shear stress of otherwise equivalent crystallographic slip systems.

Returning to the problem at hand, namely to find the coefficient of friction in accordance with eqs. 13 to 15 for the general case, we need to relate \(\tau_s\), the shear flow stress at the surface, to \(s^\tau_y\), the critical resolved shear stress of the slip systems operating at the surface, via the appropriate Schmid factor. To do this, we make use of the general relationship between the applied stress, \(\sigma_{ij}\), and the resolved shear stress on the various (operative) slip systems, of which eq. 15a is but a specific case. Namely\(^{(44)}\)

\[
\tau_y = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{ij} (\cos \alpha_i \cos \beta_j + \cos \alpha_j \cos \beta_i) = \Sigma_{ij} m_{ij} (18)
\]

with \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) referring to the respective slip directions and slip plane normals. For the case of the surface shear stress generated by sliding, say, along the \(z\) plane in \(x\) direction, eq. 18 simplifies to one single term. Namely, in that case \(\sigma_{zx} = \sigma_{xz} = \tau_s\) is the only stress component, and

\[
s^\tau_y = m \tau_s = \tau_s \cos \alpha_x \cos \beta_z.
\]

(19)

where \(\alpha_x\) is the angle which the slip direction includes with the sliding
direction, and $\beta_z$ is the angle which the slip plane makes with the plane of sliding. Eq. 19 is a simplification in that the resolved shear stress is in truth a function of $z$, a point to be discussed below. For the present purpose $\tau_y$ stands for the resolved shear stress at the level of maximum strain rate.

The Schmid factor in eq. 19 has been given by the symbol $m_s$ in order to remind the reader via the subscript $s$ that it is governed by the conditions in the topmost surface layers, in which the critical resolved shear stress is $\tau'_y$. By contrast, in the sub-surface layers the critical resolved shear stress is $\tau_y$, i.e.

$$b \tau_y = b \sigma_y m_b = H_b m_b/2.8.$$  \hspace{1cm} (15b)

By combining eqs. 13, 14, 15b and 19, one thus obtains for the coefficient of friction

$$\mu = \frac{c \tau_s}{H} = \frac{c \tau_y \cos \lambda \cos \chi \cos \theta}{2.8 \tau_y \cos \alpha \cos \beta} = \frac{c \tau_y m_b}{2.8 \tau_y m_s}$$  \hspace{1cm} (20a)

for all cases in which slip is the sole mode of plastic deformation.

In order to obtain a quantitative value for $\mu$, one must consider the likely values of the relevant Schmid factors $m_b$ and $m_s$. As was shown by Dyer\(^{(22, 23)}\) most crystallographically possible "easy" glide systems do in fact operate below and about an indentation, which is not surprising considering the complexity of the imposed strain and G. I. Taylor's rule that five independent slip systems are required for the general deformation\(^{(49)}\). Further, as was discussed, at any one spot all simultaneously acting equivalent slip systems have about the same Schmid factor and critical resolved shear stress.
value, while at the same spot no equivalent slip system operates whose Schmid factor is much smaller. It follows that \( m_b \) rises with \( M \), the number of crystallographically possible "easy" slip systems: If \( M \) is larger than five, the value of \( m_b \) decreases when \( M \) drops, i.e. as the choice of "easy" slip systems decreases, because increasingly those in less favorable orientations are forced to act. If \( M \) is less than five, "easy" slip systems must be supplemented by slip systems with intrinsically larger values of \( b_y \), or else twinning or cracking will result. Thus \( m_b \) in eq. 20 depends not only on orientation, as was demonstrated by Fig. 6, for example, but even more so on crystal structure.

Reliable determinations of \( m_b \) for asperity contacts, at different degrees of flattening and for different crystal types and orientations, would require arduous calculations and/or experiments of the kind conducted by Dyer (22, 23), a task evidently entirely out of the range of the present paper. However, some very simple arguments permit to clarify the basic concepts involved as follows.

For the case of polycrystals \( m_b \) is the larger, the higher the number of independent glide systems is. To the extent that an indentation parallels a compression test, \( (\lambda + \kappa) \geq 90^\circ \) in eq. 20a, and the Schmid factor \( m_b \) cannot be larger than 0.5. This value of \( m_b = 0.5 \) would be realized if every crystallographic plane could act as slip plane, and every direction as slip direction. In essence, amorphous materials and glassy metals have that property so that, for them, \( m_b = 0.5 \). Among the metals, it seems that aluminum at elevated temperatures comes closest to this ideal, when it can glide on all \{111\} and \{100\} planes in the twelve \(<110>\) directions. Therefore aluminum, when sliding so as to elevate surface temperature to, say 300°C and above, should have an \( m_b \) value near \( \frac{1}{2} \), and thus the highest coefficient of friction among the crystalline metals, given the same value of the other parameters in eq. 20a.
The next largest $m_b$ values are expected for bcc metals, since in them \(<111>\) serves as slip direction, and, in pencil glide, most if not all planes in the \(<111>\) zone may act as slip plane, especially in the non-refractory ones. From the research on textures referred to before, $m_b = 0.44$ appears to be the most likely estimate for the case of pencil glide.* A somewhat lower value of $m_b$ is predicted for fcc metals with their \(<110>, \{111}\) slip systems, namely $m_b = 0.33$ for polycrystals under the constraints of "polyslip"(50).

In typical hcp metals the basal plane is the only strongly preferred glide plane, with the three closest-packed directions in it serving as slip directions. i.e. $M = 3$ in this case. Depending on c/a ratio, twinning or glide on pyramidal planes will supplement these glide systems or cracking will occur. In any event, lack of at least five "easy" slip systems will cause the hardness to be relatively higher than indicated by eq. 15b, to the same effect as if $m_b$ were lower than geometrically determined. If, then, $b_T\gamma$ is taken to be the critical resolved shear stress of the basal plane, $m_b = 0.25$ may be a reasonable estimate for hcp metals.

Conditions are still more restrictive for layer-type materials. In these, cracking on account of insufficiency of glide systems is presumably wide-spread since for them glide on the basal plane is the only mode of plastic deformation. The most extreme case is presented by very hard materials such as carbides and nitrides, which lack any effective glide systems or other modes of plastic deformation and thus are brittle. For these, therefore, the hardness to shear strength ratio is abnormally high, which is formally expressible as abnormally low $m_b$ values.

*Footnote: The inverse of the Schmid factor, $m_b$, under discussion is the Taylor factor for polyslip. That Taylor factor has been tabulated for various cubic slip modes by G. Y. Chin in "Work Hardening in Tension and Fatigue" (Ed. A. W. Thompson, AIME, Warrendale, PA, 1977) p. 45.
Fig. 15 Surface texture geometry reported for sliding wear in fcc metals, clarified by means of Thompson's tetrahedron, composed of the four \{111\} slip planes as bounded by the six \{110\} slip directions. Also for hcp metals and for layer-type materials the slip plane, namely the basal plane in that case, is nearly parallel to the surface in the wear texture. Section normal to surface at left, top view at right. (Courtesy of J.P. Hirth and D.A. Rigney, ref.51).

Fig. 16 Dependence of the friction coefficient of copper versus a hard steel slider as a function of load, using slow speed and well-controlled conditions. This is Fig. 38 in ref. 4 to which the authors, F. P. Bowden and D. Tabor, write: Below 1 gm, the friction is low ($\mu = 0.1$) and the surfaces are electrically insulating; sliding occurs within the oxide film on the copper surface. Above 100 gm, the friction is high ($\mu = 2$) and the surfaces become electrically conducting. The oxide is penetrated giving metallic contact and increased interfacial adhesion. According to the theory in this paper the above explanation is modified to exclude sliding within the oxide layer, and seeing the "basic" case realized at low loads.
Turning next to the $m_s$ values in eq. 20 it is evident that these are apt to be larger and be less dependent on crystal type than $m_b$, because the applied surface tractions and resulting strains are close to simple shear, and therefore the number of participating slip systems smaller, i.e. one, two or three. If single glide obtains, the final texture would cause $m_s = 1$, with $\alpha_s = \beta_s = 0$ in eq. 19.

Hirth and Rigney\textsuperscript{(51)} have recently made a literature survey regarding surface textures due to sliding wear or abrading. As might be expected, these resemble, or may be identical with, the corresponding rolling textures. Fig. 15 due to Hirth and Rigney\textsuperscript{(51)} indicates the surface wearing texture for fcc metals. The textures for hcp and bcc metals, and for layer-type crystals, can be derived from Fig. 15 by substituting, for (111), the pertinent crystallographic slip plane, (namely the basal plane for hcp and layer-type crystals, and (110) for bcc metals). In this light, considering the texture of Fig. 15, it seems clear that once the surface texture is established the value of $m_s$ cannot be much lower than $m_s = 0.8$ in accordance with eq. 19, with $m_s = 1$ as the upper limit.

Altogether, therefore, with $m_s$ not very variable in the fully "run-in" specimen, the coefficient of friction is found roughly equal to $m_b$, if $\tau_y = b \tau_y$ as would be true for very hard or not workhardenable materials. Namely, with $(c/2.8 m_s)$ not far from unity in accordance with the above discussion, eq. 20a then reduces to

$$\mu = m_b$$

for the "standard case" after the "run in" period. Correspondingly, the $m_b$ values outlined above are indicative of the value of the coefficient of
friction in steady state, namely, $m_b = 0.5$ for aluminum at mildly elevated temperature, $m_b = 0.44$ for bcc metals deforming in pencil glide, $m_b = 0.33$ for fcc metals, $m_b = 0.25$ for hcp metals, and perhaps $m_b = 0.15$ for layer-type materials. Finally, for ultra-hard brittle materials, the coefficient of friction on this basis should be quite low, e.g. 0.15 or even less, because formally $m_b$ would be very low (indeed perhaps zero). From a different viewpoint one would rephrase this latter result, saying that brittle materials have a low coefficient of friction because they lack any efficient mechanism to convert mechanical work into heat.

The above values presumably play the role of lower limits because, generally, $s_y > b_y$ on account of workhardening in the course of surface shear, as seen for example in Fig. 5. Secondly, $m_s$ rises during the run-in period before the surface texture is established and may start out at much lower values than 0.8. Third, the work expended in grooving must be added, which is generally presumed to account for 10% or 20% of the coefficient of friction. Finally, on new surfaces, "prow formation" as discussed recently by Antler\(^{(52)}\) will add to the sliding resistance and thus to $\mu$. Conversely, $c$ may have been overestimated. This question is difficult to resolve at this point: It is considered that the effect of the micro-roughness to modify local pressures and actual surface contact by a factor of perhaps 2 or even 3 in accord with the investigations by Williamson and co-workers\(^{(10, 11)}\) does not influence our considerations because, unnoticed, micro-roughness was there all along and was implicitly incorporated into the factor $2.8 = H/\sigma_y$ without this having been realized. The same cannot be said of the possible clustering of interacting hills into any one contact spot. The effect of such clustering would be to put a lower limit on $c$, namely $c = 2$ in soft materials and up to 3 in harder ones\(^{(10, 11)}\). These are lower limits
because, to the thus enlarged average contact spot area, the previously considered plastically deformed zone about the spot must be added.

Actual values of the coefficient of friction appear to follow the order of the dependence of $m_b$ values on number of slip systems (51, 53) outlined above. Specifically, it has often been noted that hcp metals have a lower coefficient of friction than fcc metals (e.g. refs. 51, 53, 54), and bcc metals have a higher friction coefficient than these, while layer-type crystals, foremost among them graphite and molybdenite, have such low coefficients of friction (namely, in the order of 0.15) that they are widely used as lubricants.

A correlation between the friction coefficient and the number of slip systems and/or stacking fault energy, was previously suggested by Heilman and Rigney (53), Rigney and Glaeser (55), and Hirth and Rigney (56). In the context of the present theory the connection of coefficient of friction with stacking fault energy has already been explained. It comes about because low stacking fault energies, in fcc as well as hcp metals, act to reduce the effective number of slip systems, and thus $m_b$ and $\mu$.

One is hard put to give actual experimental values for $\mu$ so as to test eq. 20a and thereby to place some limits on the constant $c$. The following appear to be somewhat representative for the "standard case" to which eq. 20a applies: For layer-type crystals a lower limit value of the friction coefficient in the order of 0.1; about 0.4 for fcc metals; for bcc metals about 0.5 and, finally, closer to 0.25 for hcp metals.

One must hedge in quoting such values because we restricted our considerations to the average-clean, average-rough, well run-in sample, and disregarded lubrication, strong or thick surface layers, and adhesion which is expected to be strong in vacuum, exceptionally planar and smooth surfaces, or high pressures. Regrettably, measurements of the friction coefficient are frequently given without
clarifying the conditions under which they were obtained. Furthermore, in line with the prevailing focus on the adhesion theory, measurements under very clean conditions were usually believed to be more meaningful, and therefore these are mostly reported. In fact, values of the friction coefficient below unity are often believed to be artifacts due to an assumed lubricating effect of surface impurities or surface films. The above discussion will have shown why a reexamination of friction data for dry sliding between average-clean, average-rough surfaces would be highly desirable, indeed essential if eq. 20a is to be tested, with the possible outcome that these conditions will be established as the standard case, from which all others may be derived by considering the various modifying factors.

Effects of Sliding Distance, Sliding Direction, and Bulk Texture on the Coefficient of Friction

The preceding interpretation of friction coefficients in terms of slip geometry accounts for, respectively predicts, some special effects. Firstly, as long as surface texture is not fully established, $m_s$, the Schmid factor for the shear deformation at the surface, changes. Generally $m_s$ tends to rise, perhaps up to unity as was explained. This should cause the friction coefficient to drop during run-in by up to almost a factor of two even in cubic crystals, and more in materials of lower symmetry. Conversely, workhardening through surface deformation increases $s^y$ while $b^y$ remains rather stable, causing the coefficient of friction to rise proportionately. Therefore one must expect substantial changes of $\mu$ during run-in which could go either way, and which could (indeed often should) show an intermediate extremum.

Secondly, for the fully run-in condition there should exist an orientation dependence on the direction of wear. Namely, if a texture should have been established in which the active slip direction is parallel to the direction
of sliding, the friction coefficient is expected to have a minimum value (say \( \mu_0 \)) when testing in the initial direction of sliding, while in other directions \( \mu \) should be inversely proportional to the corresponding (lower) direction cosine in accordance with eq. 20a. In case of the perfect texture, i.e. \( \alpha_x = \beta_z = 0 \), this means that \( \mu = \mu_0 / \cos \phi \) where \( \phi \) signifies the angle between the direction of testing and the original sliding direction, or the nearest equivalent slip direction in the slip plane parallel to the surface. Of such equivalent slip directions there are two (besides the original one) on the hexagonally close-packed slip planes of fcc, hcp and layer-type substances, but only one on the \( \{011\} \) slip plane of bcc metals slipping parallel to \(<111>\).

For any texture in which the sliding direction is midway between two slip directions, e.g. \(<112>\) in fcc metals with \(\{111\}\) nearly parallel to the surface as in Fig. 15, the coefficient of friction is predicted to have a maximum in the original sliding direction. In agreement with that prediction Moore \((28)\) found the coefficient of copper that had been grooved by turning on a lathe (which presumably generated the discussed \(<112>\{111\}\) texture) to be 0.6 in dry sliding parallel to the grooves, but 0.57 at 45° to the grooves.

For an accurate \(<112>\{111\}\) texture the expected ratio of \( \mu \) in the two directions is \( \cos 30^\circ : \cos 15^\circ = 0.60 : 0.54 \), and for \(\{111\}\) somewhat tilted against the surface, as in the actual texture, the predicted coefficient at 45° should correspondingly be moderately higher than 0.54 but below 0.60, in good agreement with Moore's measurement.

Eq. 20a further indicates a dependence of the friction coefficient on any pre-existent texture in the bulk of the material. This offers the hypothetical opportunity of reducing friction coefficients via suitable choices of textures. Some indirect support for this contention is provided by Fig.
At least not in this case. Formally, there is no direct correlation between coefficient of friction and film thickness, but there is a correlation between the coefficient of friction and current. Clearly, there is no direct correlation between the coefficient of friction and film thickness. Moreover, the film thickness changes only within about ±25% and without any correlation with the film resistance. On decreasing the current, the film resistance changes much more than the film thickness and without any correlation. Since corresponding large changes in the film thickness and/or structure, while the coefficient changes irregularly by as much as a factor of ten on increasing current, indicates that the film resistance varies irregularly by as much as a factor of ten on increasing current. Indicating that the same experiment (see ref. 60) would yield the same results. Figure 7 shows variation of the coefficient of friction and of the interfacial resistance of the film resistance.
10, in conjunction with Dyer's\textsuperscript{(23)} observation that the coefficients for rolling friction were 0.0045 for rolling in [100] direction, and 0.0059 for rolling in [110] direction.

**The Role of Surface Films**

Much evidence exists in support of the contention that the coefficient of friction and/or adhesion are greatly influenced by surface films. Thus substantial effects can result even from very minor contaminations of either or both of the two contacting surfaces, as elaborated by Bowden and Tabor\textsuperscript{(3, 4)} and Rabinowicz\textsuperscript{(7)} as well as numerous other workers, e.g. J. R. Whitehead\textsuperscript{(57)}, K. L. Johnson and D. V. Keller\textsuperscript{(58)}, and D. H. Buckley\textsuperscript{(59)}. Fig. 16 from the book by Bowden and Tabor\textsuperscript{(4)} gives an example including in the legend the interpretation advanced by these authors.

In view of the wide acceptance of the adhesion theory of friction, it is not surprising that authors commonly ascribe decreases in the coefficient of friction following the introduction of some contaminants to the lubricating effect of surface layers, including those which are only several atomic layers thick, much as Bowden and Tabor in their interpretation of Fig. 16. However, not at all infrequently major changes in the nature of the surface films do not cause any significant, reproducible changes in the coefficient of friction. Examples may be found in refs. 60 and 61. Fig. 17, presenting data extracted from ref. 60 illustrates the latter phenomenon.

The model of Fig. 1C and the preceding considerations are clearly incompatible with the assumption that very thin surface films act as lubricants. In fact, the theory presented in this paper does not leave room for any major effects of surface films except under a number of specific circumstances, including at least one of the following: (i) films of a thickness comparable
to, or larger than, the micro-roughness. (ii) Films so strong that they compete
with the strength of a layer thickness comparable to $\sqrt{\frac{A}{b}}$ of the softer material.
(iii) Films of a kind to inhibit the formation of micro-roughness. (iv) Films
which form hard wear debris particles.

Note that films falling under point (i) may significantly reduce the
coefficient of friction, and thus be truly lubricating, provided their shear
strength is low. Soft platings such as discussed by Peterson in this volume
provide examples. Films of group (iii) can also reduce the coefficient of
friction, especially if they are very hard, and those in group (iv) can
reduce $\mu$ by providing particles which separate the two surfaces while either
rolling between them like balls in a ball race, or plowing through either or both
sides. The wear rate in the last case could be affected either way, but
more likely it is increased. Hard platings, such as discussed by Ramalingam
in this volume, tend to belong to both (ii) and (iii).

Any of the above possibilities, plus perhaps a number of others not
considered, singly and in combination, will surely be realized under a be-
wildering variety of different circumstances and will thus give rise to the
correspondingly varied effects. The range of effects that one may expect in
connection with films of types (i) to (iv) is further increased on account
of the surface temperature changes which, at constant pressure and velocity,
accompany changes in the coefficient of friction, and which at the same time
can influence surface films in various ways.

Ordinary thin surface films on nominally clean surfaces, meaning films not
visible to the naked eye, i.e. of thickness between, say, twenty and two
hundred angstroms, are unlikely to fall into any of the above categories, except
perhaps (iv). Therefore, materials with surface films not thick or strong
enough to be classed under any of the four points enumerated above will be included in the "basic" case. Conversely, it requires the local absence of any film whatever, including monatomic adsorption layers, to permit strong adhesion\(^{(58, 59)}\), and furthermore, all "ordinary" films down to monatomic layers on the two surfaces, have a significant electrical resistance.

In light of the above considerations, and in agreement with Bowden and Tabor's own interpretation, the transition shown in Fig. 16 is seen as one between the "basic" case including an invisible surface film, and surface film removal through wear which exposes new surface under conditions in which re-contamination is inhibited. Now true adhesion takes place, and the measured coefficient of friction correspondingly rises steeply.

It requires very well-controlled conditions of loading in order to obtain a virtually constant coefficient of friction when there is a significant adhesive force between the two sliding objects, e.g. as was seemingly the case in Fig. 16 and similar measurements by Whitehead\(^{(57)}\) that were performed in the same laboratory. At least in the latter case\(^{(57)}\), the data points indeed were averages of a large number of individual measurements which showed wide scatter, including stick slip. More importantly yet, the sliding took place only on fresh tracks and at a very slow speed (namely 0.008 cm/sec), and the load was kept constant in any one test. Similar conditions were observed by Buckley\(^{(59)}\).

These conditions are important because the meaning of the coefficient of friction is ambiguous when true adhesion is present. Namely, the coefficient of friction is given by \(\mu = \frac{F_t}{P}\) according to eq. 13. If adhesion is dominant, \(F_t\) is presumably controlled by the highest value of \(P\) attained in any one test, since any increase of \(P\) increases the true area of contact.
irreversibly. Albeit, it does not require that $F_t$ depend reversibly on $P$ in order to collect "coefficient of friction" data. Therefore, using samples which cling together not only when $P = 0$ but even if under slight tension, meaning negative values of $P$, while the adhesive junctions provide a finite value for $F_t$, permits obtaining values for $\mu$ between minus and plus infinity, including zero. Bikerman (5) has previously made this same point.

Cases, as that of Fig. 16, in which $\mu$ is found constant within a wide range of $P$, even though adhesion is significant, are those in which the force of adhesion is proportional to $P$. While this is sometimes observed (e.g. Fig. 45 of ref. 62) they are by no means general (58).

The converse phenomenon of the above, i.e. independence of measured coefficients of friction (in the $0.2 \pm 0.05$ range as in Fig. 17, and in the $0.4 \pm 0.1$ range in ref. 61), in the presence of drastic changes in the nature of the surface film, is also easily understood: As long as the films are not belonging to categories (i) to (iv) above, they are unlikely to have any significant influence on the coefficient of friction. At the same time the fact that in both, refs. 60 and 61 (and in Fig. 17), the coefficients of friction, although not subject to systematic changes, yet show substantial irregular variations, is a further argument in favor of the earlier conclusion that the number of contact spots can be quite low. Namely, in both refs. 60 and 61 conditions were such as to cause considerable local heating, i.e. favoring a small number of contact spots.

Further, in both cases local materials differences at the contact spots would have been erratic and not insignificant because composite materials were used. It is thus believed that the erratic behavior of the friction coefficient in Fig. 17 reflects local materials differences as the few acting contact
spots begin, grow and decay.

Some Thoughts on Geometrical Effects, Surface Stress/Strain Distribution, Wear and Delamination

Repeated reference has been made to the elevated temperature that may exist at the contact spots, and to the resultant temperature gradients towards the interior. The analytical problems involved in determining the local temperatures on the two sides of the sliding contact are formidable and no detailed treatments are so far available. Similarly, only scattered measurements of contact spot temperatures are available. Much excellent work has indeed been done in this most vital area (e.g. refs. 2, 15, 33). Even so, much remains to be done.

Some aspects of temperature effects become especially evident when the coefficient of friction is considered in terms of mechanical energy being converted into heat, rather than in terms of forces as was done so far. That viewpoint has a distinguished history which was recently reviewed by Rigney and Hirth (63), and a new treatment has recently been proposed by Hirth and Rigney (51, 63). These authors, as also Dautzenberg (18), emphasize that only plastic deformation can be the mechanism by which the observed conversion of mechanical energy into heat can take place during friction. They also emphasize that this conversion does not take place at the interface but mainly in the sub-surface regions of the softer of the two materials. One may add that the less thermally conductive tends to be hotter than the more thermally conductive and tends to develop the hot spots, given similar hardesses and an extended geometrical interface (15, 16). Besides, for geometrical reasons, in a pin and ring combination only the pin can develop hot spots, which is no doubt one important reason why the same materials combination can show different coefficients of friction and wear when pin and ring materials are interchanged.

These considerations are highly significant because of the general rule
that hardness decreases with temperature. As a consequence the softer material (as judged from tests at ambient temperature) must be expected to wear rather faster when used as the pin than the ring. Further, material transport, while primarily going from the softer to the harder as judged at ambient temperature, should have a superimposed tendency for going from the pin to the ring. Thus, while Fig. 1C leads to the conclusion that the softer material always transfers faster to the harder material than vice versa, it is also true that, on account of geometry and coefficients of thermal conductivity, and the differences in local temperature at the contact spots resulting therefrom, the roles may be inverted as judged from relative hardness at ambient temperature. According to Holm (ref. 12, footnote to p. 238) Bowden and Hughes were the first to emphasize that fact.

Hirth and Rigney have made a qualitative analysis of the coefficient of friction based on stress and strain distribution in the subsurface regions, primarily in the softer material\(^{(51, 63)}\). The standpoint in this paper differs from their treatment in assuming that no recovery takes place. Consider, then, the resolved shear stress causing the surface strain, such as depicted in Figs. 4 and 5. It is due to the tangential tractions applied at the contact spots. Let us assume that it is adequately represented by

\[ \tau(z) = \left( \frac{z_0}{z + z_0} \right) \sigma_y, \quad (21) \]

say (although the subsequent argument does not depend on the specific form of \( \tau(z) \)), where \( z_0 \) is comparable to \( d \), i.e. \( A_0 \) of eq. 1. Here, as before, \( \sigma_y \) is the resolved shear stress at the surface. For the case of homogeneous materials, we shall specify its position, identified as \( z = 0 \), more precisely as the level of maximum strain rate. Thus \( z = 0 \) will be located at the level of the valleys between interacting hills making up the contact spot, and
for the case of only one hill per contact spot \( z = 0 \) will be at the level of the valleys of the micro-roughness.

The resolved shear stress \( \tau(z) \) must be in equilibrium with the local flow stress of the material which, to a first order approximation at small strains, depends on shear strain \( \gamma \) and shear strain rate \( \dot{\gamma} \) as, say,

\[
\tau(\gamma, \dot{\gamma}) = \tau_o + \Theta_{II} \gamma + a \dot{\gamma}
\]  

(22)

where \( \Theta_{II} \) is the linear workhardening coefficient and \( a \) a constant which typically decreases with temperature.

On the assumption that one may treat the different layers of \( z = \text{constant} \) as gliding and workhardening independently (vindicated by the results to be discussed later), one may therefore write

\[
\tau(z) = s \tau_y - \Theta_{II} (\gamma_s - \gamma(z)) - a(\dot{\gamma}_s - \dot{\gamma}(z))
\]  

(23)

where the subscript \( s \) refers to values at \( z = 0 \). Combining eqs. 21 and 23 yields

\[
\dot{\gamma}(z) = \dot{\gamma}_s - s \tau_y z/(a(z + z_0)) - \Theta_{II} (\dot{\gamma}(z) - \dot{\gamma}_s)/a.
\]  

(24)

Now, if steady state were reached, meaning that the strain rates at the various values of \( z \) were independent of time, the respective strains would be \( \gamma = \dot{\gamma} t \) with \( t \) the elapsed time of testing, presumed to be large compared to the "run-in" period. Correspondingly, in steady state eq. 24 would render the clearly time dependent expression

\[
\dot{\gamma}(z) = \dot{\gamma}_s - s \tau_y z/(a(z + z_0)) - \Theta_{II} (\dot{\gamma}(z) - \dot{\gamma}_s)t/a,
\]  

(25)

an evident contradiction.
This paradoxical result points up the impossibility of reaching steady state in sliding friction as long as the local hardness depends on the cumulative local strain, actually quite independent of the specific forms of \( \tau(z) \) and \( \tau(\gamma, \gamma') \). In this light, it is evident that any steady-state equilibration in sliding wear can only be dynamic in either of two ways, or a combination thereof. Namely, hardening can cease without fracture, or fracture can occur. The former can be realized via continuous annealing, which is the assumption made by Rigney and Hirth\(^{(51, 63)}\). However, in most cases of practical interest the hardness gradients at worn surfaces are real (e.g. Fig. 5) and temperature effects on the coefficient of friction are minor (e.g. Fig. 23) so that it is highly probable that no dynamic recovery takes place. In that case, to the extent that the consideration of the problem in terms of somewhat independently acting layers is valid, fracture must occur. Such fracture must take the form of delamination for the reason that, statistically, cracking will always occur where stress/strain conditions of fracture are first reached, which will necessarily be at some more or less well-defined value of \( z \).

**The Effect of Changes in Surface Hardness on the Coefficient of Friction**

The temperatures at the interface of contact spots can be quite high, indeed they can easily reach the melting point. Fig. 18 gives a recent example due to Saka, Eleiche and Suh\(^{(64)}\). In the preceding discussion, repeated reference was made to the mechanical effects of such temperature increases at the contact spots. Also, they can cause transformations, especially importantly, of course, in the case of steels (compare the chapter on "Wear of Steels" by O. Vingsbo in this volume). Correspondingly, as a function of depth below the surface, zones of different phases can be formed with their own characteristic microstructures and hardnesses, and leading on occasion to very pronounced effects on wear rates\(^{(65)}\).
Fig. 18 Average temperatures at the interface between different materials as indicated and a 52100 AISI steel ring on which they slide under a 49 N load, as dependent on sliding speed. (Courtesy of N. Saka, A. M. Eleiche and N. P. Suh, ref. 64).
However, in the present paper no further attention will be paid to this complication, since it is viewed as a deviation from the "basic" case as defined above.

A very illuminating study of the effect of temperature on the area of contact spots and the materials hardness deriveable therefrom has recently been published by Tamai and Tsuchija\(^{(66)}\). Figs. 19 and 20 present their results. In that case, the temperature variation was generated by passing current between the contacting materials while these were at rest and the contact spot was under direct observation, thus permitting measurements that would otherwise not have been possible.

The data in Figs. 19 and 20 are not surprising. The purpose of presenting them is to document that the softening expected to accompany temperature rises does indeed occur, and that it causes the corresponding increase in the load-bearing area \(A_b\). It will hardly be doubted that in this connection it is immaterial that the temperature increase was due to Joule heat rather than frictional heat. However, whether heating is due to electrical currents or friction, or both, there will be a strong temperature gradient away from the surface.

At significant values of peak temperature the gradient will not be as strong in the case of friction heat than Joule heat\(^{(63)}\), but can certainly be very strong in both cases, e.g. presumably in the order of 50,000\(^{\circ}\)C/cm in the case of Fig. 18. Correspondingly, there can be strong gradients in (momentary) flow stress. This will cause an additional concentration of the shear strain parallel to the sliding direction in the topmost surface layers, beyond what would be expected from considerations such as given in eqs. 21 to 25, and yet further accentuated because greater strain rates in turn lead to greater heating. Therefore it must be understood that \(\tau_y\) and \(b_y\) in eq. 20a refer to their
Fig. 19 Size of current-conducting contact spot (one "a-spot") formed at the polished end of a wire, pressed against a glass surface provided with a thin, transparent conducting layer, under a 100 g* load, as a function of current. With increasing current, the interfacial temperature is raised and the contact spot size increases correspondingly. (After T. Tamai and K. Tsuchija, ref. 66).

Fig. 20 Dependence of hardness of the wire materials in Fig. 19 derived from the data in that figure. (After T. Tamai and K. Tsuchija, ref. 66).
values during sliding, which are not necessarily identical with those determined afterwards, such as in Fig. 5, especially not when the temperature differences between surface and slightly lower subsurface regions are so large that significant differences of flow stress values are caused thereby. To emphasize this point, eq. 20a may be rewritten as

\[
\mu = \frac{c m b s \bar{\gamma}'(\gamma_s', \gamma_s', T_s)}{2.8 m b \bar{\gamma}'(\gamma_b', \gamma_b', T_b)} = \frac{s \bar{\gamma}'(\gamma_s', \gamma_s', T_s)}{b \bar{\gamma}'(\gamma_b', \gamma_b', T_b)}
\]

where, again, the subscript s refers to the layer at \(z = 0\) as defined and b to the subsurface region at \(z = \sqrt{a_b}\). Eq. 20c qualitatively predicts the dependence of the coefficient of friction on sliding speed and during run-in.

On account of eq. 20c, for "steady state" conditions, one expects a gradual decrease of friction coefficient with sliding speed, namely by a factor of two or a few between very slow relative motion and a sliding speed just below that causing superficial melting, commensurate with the decrease of critical resolved shear stress between ambient temperature and several degrees below melting. The estimated factor of "two or a few" is meant to be a rough guide, with actual figures hopefully eventually determinable with the aid of eq. 20c. At still higher speeds, when surface melting occurs, the coefficient of friction will drop to very low levels since then \(s \bar{\gamma}'(\gamma_s', \gamma_s', T_s) = 0\) and dynamic effects of the liquid metal take over.

Available data are in qualitative accord with the above prediction. An example is given in Fig. 21 for the range in which the surface remains solid, and Fig. 22 in regard to extremely high speeds (achieved by Beams' method\(^{(67)}\)) up to surface melting. Already Bowden and Tabor\(^{(1, 3)}\) and Rabinowicz\(^{(68)}\) clearly realized that different effects of temperature on \(F_t\) and \(H\) (eq. 13) are
For hard materials, the coefficient of friction declines slowly with speed, as in this example. (After E. Rabinowicz, Fig. 4.12, ref. 4).

Fig. 22 Friction coefficient of a steel ball rubbing against copper and bismuth at extremely high speeds. Modest vacuum. With copper the friction falls to a relatively low value at sliding speeds of 1,500 m.p.h. due to the formation of a thin molten surface film of copper. With bismuth, where the melting point is much lower, the drop-off in friction occurs at a correspondingly lower speed. (Figure and legend after F. P. Bowden and D. Tabor, ref. 4, Fig. 42).
responsible for the typical decline of the friction coefficient with sliding speed, and Rabinowicz pointed out explicitly that temperature changes per se were not the cause, giving Fig. 23 as proof.

One aspect of eqs. 20a and 20c is the prediction of a rapid increase in $\mu$ due to workhardening in the surface, raising $s\tau_y$ as compared to $b\tau_y$ during "run-in" provided that (i) the softer of the two materials is initially in a condition to permit strong workhardening, and (ii) the surface temperature does not quickly rise into the softening range. Now, the initial rise of $s\tau_y$ is rather more rapid than the increase of $m_s$ due to surface texture formation. Therefore, during run-in a rapid rise of $\mu$ could be followed by a mild decrease before equilibrium is established. It seems possible that at least some of the $\mu(t)$ curves during running-in reported by Feinle and Feller(69) record this phenomenon.

Wear Rate and "Wearing-In"

There is no universal relation between wear rates and coefficient of friction. Intuitively, one would expect that high friction coefficients are correlated with high wear rates on the grounds that much energy is expended when friction is high. However, the derivation of the coefficient of friction leading to eqs. 20a and c) does not give any grounds for a correlation between wear rates and friction.

The question of wear has so far been touched upon only once, namely in connection with eq. 25 which showed up the fact that no true steady state can be reached in sliding friction unless strain hardening ceases due to continuous annealing, which as indicated already is not normally expected to happen. Typically, therefore, hardening will proceed until fracture takes place, presumably within that zone parallel to the surface where fracture conditions
The friction coefficient is insensitive to externally applied temperature changes, as was demonstrated by E. Rabinowicz with this figure representing measurements of over fifty widely varying materials combinations. (Fig. 4.33, ref. 7).
are reached first. This, then, brings up the question where fracture will take place.

To begin with, one should distinguish between the interface at which actual contact takes place between the two materials and the zone (mainly in the softer of the two) within which strong shear in the direction of sliding takes place. In recognition of that distinction, in the preceding considerations the origin of the z-axis (pointing downwards into the softer material as in Fig. 3) was placed at the average level of the valleys in the micro-roughness for an otherwise continuous contact spot, or at the level of the valleys between the interacting hills if the contact spot is composed of such. This was done because above those levels, due to the constantly changing geometry, the slip planes are broken up into a multitude of disjointed and mutually misaligned regions, permitting no systematic glide. For the same reason, this zone cannot be the source of the typical flake-like wear debris that is so very generally observed. On the other hand, small pieces of material projecting from either of the two materials into valleys (between hills and/or the micro-roughness) of the other, are doubtlessly sheared off in large numbers even after very slight relative movements, including those occurring coincidentally with macroscopical loading and unloading of pieces relatively at rest.

Evidently, more particles of the softer should be so sheared off and cling to the harder than vice versa, but both transfers should take place profusely in terms of numbers of particles, albeit involving only very small volumina. Also, once the two surfaces are macroscopically separated, and the configurations of the micro-roughnesses have changed in response to the load reduction, many of the sheared off particles will simply fall off, or be attracted back
to their own original side by adhesive forces. Further, pre-existing roughnesses will have much the same effect until obliterated.

It appears that all of these conclusions are in adequate agreement with observations. Specifically it is a well-known rule that, preferentially, the softer material moves onto the harder. Yet already Moore (28) noted that iron can be found on a copper surface over which hard steel has been sliding. However, the wear debris from this cause will be small, namely on the scale of the micro-roughness.

The larger wear particles which cause the bulk of wear are "delaminated" via cracking parallel to the surface (6). Systematic crack formation in the zone of positive z-values (using our previous coordinate system) will typically require some time: Shear strain will have to accumulate until the deformability of the material in shear has been exhausted. Whether there is an additional requirement for delamination because shear stresses by themselves may not be sufficient cause for crack nucleation and propagation is not considered in the present paper. That question is even now the object of doubt and disagreement: Fleming and Suh (70) have emphasized the role of sub-surface tensile stresses normal to the surface behind the moving contact spot, while Rosenfield (71) believes compressive/shear stresses to be much more important, and Jahanmir and Suh (21) have concentrated attention on inclusions as likely sites for crack nucleation.

In the present paper the stand will be taken that cracking will occur whenever and wherever a critical shear strain is reached. The value of that critical shear strain will depend on numerous parameters including perhaps the local normal stress, and it will require considerable further research before it can be theoretically predicted. The salient point is that it is not
believed that crack nucleation sites are ever scarce, with and without inclusions. Not only can cracks start at grain boundaries, but as was shown by Gardner, Pollock and Wilsdorf (73-75) for the case of tensile stress, and postulated by Rigney and Glaeser (51, 55) for the case of wear, cell walls, or joints between them, provide crack nucleation sites.

With this, a few simple conclusions regarding the dependence of wear on hardness and surface coatings emerge: First off, the shear strain is largely concentrated in the softer material so that delamination-type wear (which by present consensus tends to account for the bulk of wear, as indicated already) will be concentrated mainly in the softer partner, whence the rule that wear decreases sharply with increasing hardness. The same protective effect of hardness can be achieved by thin hard platings, especially if they inhibit the formation of micro-roughness so that in favorable cases true sliding may be expected. Soft platings, by contrast, are beneficial when they concentrate the shear in themselves and are of a kind either not to work harden at all, like indium, or to continuously anneal under the prevailing temperature at the surface.

For homogeneous samples, some simple quantitative relationships regarding wear rates and induction times derive directly from the model as follows:

Fracture is expected to occur by cracking parallel to the surface, within the shear-stressed layer, of thickness $\sqrt{A_b} = z_0$ according to eq. 21, once a critical local shear strain, $\gamma_{crit}$, is reached, thereby generating wear particles of thickness

$$t = \sqrt{A_b}/n = \sqrt{P/NH}/n.$$  \hspace{1cm} (26)

Here $n$ is a number depending on the position of the critically deformed layer below the interface which however is insensitive to changes in $P$. The critical
shear strain will be some multiple of $\bar{\gamma}$, the average shear strain in the deformed zone, say $\gamma_{\text{crit}} = \bar{\gamma}/f$ with $f$ smaller than unity. In turn, the average shear strain is

$$\bar{\gamma} = (N_{b}/A_{t})L/\sqrt{A_{b}} = N\sqrt{A_{b}} L/A_{t} = \sqrt{PN/H} L/A_{t} \tag{27}$$

where $A_{t}$ is the total, macroscopic area of contact and $L$ is the distance of sliding. Eq. 27 follows because the displacement $L$ of the contact spots of total area $N_{b}$ is averaged over the whole area of macroscopic contact, whereas the thickness of the deformed zone is taken to be $\sqrt{A_{b}}$. Once steady state is reached, the volume of wear particles produced when the deformed layer undergoes a shear deformation $\bar{\gamma}$ may thus be written

$$V_{w} = A_{t} \bar{\gamma}/f \gamma_{\text{crit}} = \sqrt{PN/H} tL/\bar{\gamma}_{\text{crit}} \tag{28}$$

since the volume of wear particles will total $A_{t} t$ when $\bar{\gamma} = f \gamma_{\text{crit}}$. Combining eqs. 26 and 28 we thus obtain

$$V_{w} = (PL/H)/(n\bar{\gamma}_{\text{crit}}) = ZPL/H. \tag{29}$$

The last formulation gives the empirical formula for wear rate in the form preferred by Holm (ref. 12 pp. 233 ff.).

Equation 29 refers to steady state, whereas there must be an incubation period during which $V_{w}/L$ on account of the formation of delaminated wear particles rises from zero to its steady-state value. The sliding distance to reach steady state is that for which $\bar{\gamma} = \gamma_{\text{crit}}/f$, i.e. from eq. 27 and eq. 1

$$L_{\text{inc}} = A_{t} \sqrt{H/NP} \gamma_{\text{crit}} / f \tag{30}$$

*Footnote: As will be further shown below, the deformed zone is in fact significantly thinner than $\sqrt{A_{b}}$. In the present context the effect of this is to underestimate the parameter $n$. However, the lower limit of $n$ in the present consideration was obtained from data in which the deformed layer thickness was insufficiently well specified. Therefore it seemed safer to proceed as above.*
During the incubation period, smoothing of surface roughnesses with the associated shearing off of particles goes on, leading to the overall transfer of softer material to the harder, which then comes to a dynamic equilibrium. Depending on the material loss due to this process the wear rate in the incubation period can be larger or smaller than in steady state.

It is evident that eq. 29 represents the well-known law of wear which says that the wear volume is proportional to the load as well as the sliding distance and is inversely proportional to the hardness. The wear coefficient deduced from eqs. 26 to 29 is related to the formulations of Holm (ref. 32 p. 233), and of Rabinowicz (ref. 7 p. 138) as

\[
(nf_{\text{crit}})^{-1} = Z = k/3
\]  

(31)

Experimental data yield a very wide range of values for \( Z \). Holm (ref. 12 p. 237-239) lists values for the softer contact (metal) member between \( Z = 2 \times 10^{-6} \) and \( 2 \times 10^{-3} \) in air, and up to \( 2.7 \times 10^{-2} \) for two like metals. Correspondingly, one must compare reasonable values of \((nf_{\text{crit}})\) with that range, i.e.

\[
30 \leq (nf_{\text{crit}}) \leq 5 \times 10^5.
\]  

(32)

For the particular cases of Ni, Cu and Au each sliding on itself, Soda, Kimura and Tanaka (76) found that the thickness of the wear fragments was proportional to the thickness of the deformed surface layer in the range from \( 12 \mu m \leq t \leq 43 \mu m \) with \( n = 4 \).

This is a most welcome support for eq. 26 and at the same time provides what may be presumed to be the lower limit of \( n \). Namely, as has been known for a long time, and is also apparent from the quoted \( Z \) values, the heaviest
wear occurs when two like materials slide on each other. Holm explains that phenomenon (ref. 12 p. 240) on the grounds that "... the contact area is prescribed by the strength of the softer member. But the harder member prescribes the structure of the surface." Therefore, when both members are the same, both deform and "the contact surface is in a labile state and will attain a wavy structure" (Holm p. 240). Consequently, the gradient of shear deformation from the surface inward is lower, and the region in which systematic glide in which fracture can occur begins at a relatively greater depth below the interface, when like material slides on like than in any other situation. For all other cases \( n \) is therefore bound to be larger. Thus, for example, in the investigation by Hirst and Lancaster\(^\text{(19)}\) to which Fig. 5 pertains, the thickness of the wear particles was only about three micrometers, i.e. \( n = 40 \). It is, of course, extremely unlikely that this should coincidentally also be the maximum value for \( n \), and \( n = 100 \) would appear to be a very conservative value for the maximum.

The lower limit of \( f \) is about 0.2, and the value of \( \gamma_{\text{crit}} \) is typically comparable to \( \gamma_s \), as will be shown presently. Therefore eq. 32a implies

\[
40 \leq \gamma_{\text{crit}} \leq 5000
\]  

(32b)

These values seem to be entirely reasonable, seeing that Dautzenberg\(^\text{(18)}\) and Dautzenberg and Zaat\(^\text{(77)}\) determined shear strain values of \( \gamma_s = 120 \) and \( \gamma_s = 700 \) respectively, for copper sliding on steel*\(^\text{*}\). However, the limits of eq. 32b are too conservative. Namely, some additional insights may be gained by the use of Fig. 24 by Dautzenberg and Zaat\(^\text{(77)}\), into which the interpolation curve

\[
\gamma = \gamma_s \exp(-mz/z^*)
\]  

(33)

*Footnote: Note that their "effective strain" \( \epsilon \) is \( \gamma/\sqrt{3} \).
Subsurface shear strain (in terms of "effective" strain $\delta = \gamma / \sqrt{r}$) in an 8 mm dia. polished OFHC copper pin slid on a normalized polished SAE 1045 steel ring at 2 m/sec under 4 kg load. The interpolation curve A represents eq. 33 for the case of $m = 5$ with $z* = 0.1$ mm and $g_S = 70$, whence $\delta_o = \delta_S / 130$. The interpolation curve marked B represents eq. 48a, again with $m = 5$ and with $\delta_S = 70$. Thus curve B is the predicted strain dependence when the applied tangential stress drops off as $(1 + z/z_0)^{-1}$ and a logarithmic workhardening law prevails.

(Diagram, excepting interpolation curves, due to J. H. Dautzenberg and J. H. Taat, ref. 77.)
has been entered with $\gamma_s = 70 \times \sqrt{3}$ and $m = 5$. Eq. 33 is the type of interpolation suggested by Heilmann and Rigney\(^{(53)}\). In effect eq. 33 defines $z^*$, being the thickness of the strongly sheared layer, as that distance at which $\gamma(z^*) = \gamma_s \exp(-m) = \gamma_s/150$, in this case yielding $z^* = 100 \mu$m as indicated in Fig. 24. Evidently, the fit is acceptable, and from here on we shall continue to employ the same definition of $z^*$, namely via $\gamma(z^*) = \gamma_s/150$, whether or not the dependence of $\gamma$ on $z$ is exponential. This has the disadvantage that the shear strain $\gamma_o = \gamma(z^*)$ may not be insignificant, namely $\gamma_o = 30$, for example, if $m = 5$ and $\gamma_s = 4500$, but it simplifies the subsequent considerations. Making a different choice for the thickness of the deformed layer is equivalent to changing the value of $m$, - maximally perhaps by as much as a factor of two in Fig. 24. However, it seems more logical to define $z^*$ in terms of $\gamma(z^*)/\gamma_s$ than in terms of some arbitrary value of strain and thereby making it also dependent on the value of $\gamma_s$.

From eq. 33 follows

$$\bar{\gamma} = \gamma_s/m = 0.2\gamma_s \quad (34)$$

and

$$\gamma_{crit} = \gamma(z^*/n) = \gamma_s \exp(-m/n) = \bar{\gamma}/f \quad (35)$$

Combining eqs. 34 and 35 renders

$$f = \exp(m/n)/m \quad (36a)$$

i.e. for $m = 5$ and $n \geq 4$

$$0.2 \leq f \leq 0.7 \quad (36b)$$

While $\gamma_{crit}$ is always smaller than $\gamma_s$, it is evidently not very much
smaller, and will typically be comparable with it, e.g. for the example of
n = 40 appropriate to the data by Hirst and Lancaster\(^{(19)}\), \(\gamma_{\text{crit}} = 0.88\gamma_s\).

At its lowest, i.e. if \(n = 4\), it is \(\gamma_{\text{crit}} = 0.29\gamma_s\). Therefore, and because
\(\gamma_s\) is more accessible to measurements than \(\gamma_{\text{crit}}\), we rewrite the wear co-
efficient \(Z\) in terms of the surface shear strain, \(\gamma_s\), using eqs. 31 and 35 as

\[
Z = \left[ f \gamma_s n \exp\left(-m/n\right) \right]^{-1}
\]

(37a)

With \(m = 5\) and \(n \approx 4\) one thus obtains theoretically

\[
0.015 \leq \gamma_sZ \leq 4.4
\]

(37b)

Comparing this with the experimental limits for metals, extracted from tables
41.07 and 41.09 in ref. 12 as quoted above, namely

\[
2 \times 10^{-6} \leq Z \leq 2.7 \times 10^{-2}
\]

(37c)

therefore requires

\[
0.89 \leq \gamma_s \leq 160
\]

(37d)

for \(Z = 2.7 \times 10^{-2}\) and

\[
7500 \leq \gamma_s \leq 2.2 \times 10^6
\]

(37e)

for \(Z = 2 \times 10^{-6}\) in steady state if the theory is to be acceptable. Similarly,
from eq. 30, employing the same limiting values, one obtains

\[
1 \leq L_{\text{inc}}/(A_{\upsilon}/HNP) \leq 10^6
\]

(38)

for delamination wear in metals.

The above relationships will permit testing the theory presented here.
Fig. 25 Wear coefficients, averaged between the two sliding materials, namely a silver graphite (50 w/o Ag) brush and a disk made variously of Ag, Au, Cu, Pd, Pt, Ni, Rh, Re, Ru and Ir, plotted against the respective coefficients of friction as determined in different runs. (After E. Rabinowicz and P. Chan, ref. 78).
At this point little more can be done than to check general trends and order of magnitude values. In that spirit it may be pointed out that the theory does not provide for any connection between the coefficient of friction and delamination wear, — for it is only delamination wear which is considered in eqs. 26 to 38. Intuitively, one does expect a correlation between \( Z \) and the friction coefficient such that if one rises then so should the other, but experimentally, too, there is no real evidence that such a correlation exists. In fact, recently Rabinowicz and Chan\(^{(78)}\) found the reverse relationship between \( \mu \) and \( Z \), albeit with very much scatter, as shown in Fig. 25. Note that in this case the \( Z \) values are partly lying well below the lower limit indicated in eq. 37c. The reason is that Fig. 25 primarily concerns the wear of composite silver-graphite brushes, i.e. it involves graphite, a non-metal. It remains to be seen whether the wear also in that case can be treated by the above theory. In any event, one expects higher upper limits for \( Y_{\text{crit}} \) and \( n \) values in layer-type materials than in metals, and thus, optimally, lower \( Z \) values. This, then, is tentatively offered as an hypothesis to account for the excellent wear characteristics of layer-type materials, foremost among them graphite and molybdenite, to the point that they are often used as lubricants, as is well known.

One other relevant set of data concerns the variation of wear rates with sliding velocity. Hirst and Lancaster\(^{(19)}\) have shown that, at least in the case investigated by them, the sliding speed does not act directly on wear rate but via the concomitant rise in surface temperature. Fig. 26 due to Hirst and Lancaster shows the typical resultant dependence of wear rate (of homogeneous metals, not subject to phase transformations) on sliding speed, including an initial significant decrease in wear rate followed by a
Fig. 26 Dependence of the wear rate on sliding speed for a 60/40 free cutting brass at 22.5 kg* load. In this figure, due to H. Hirst and J. K. Lancaster, a distinction is made between "rate of wear" (●) and "transfer" (× and +) which may be neglected for the present purposes. This dependence of wear rate on speed, namely an initial drop followed by a rise, is common for non-transforming metals.
rise. In terms of the present theory, that behavior is entirely to be expected because the strain to failure rises with increasing temperature, so that one should expect also $\gamma_{\text{crit}}$ to increase with increasing temperature.

More complicated behavior, presumably responsible for the later increase in wear rates, will be expected when the surface temperature rises strongly: Already well below the point of surface melting one must expect chemical attack, principally oxidation for tests in the atmosphere, to raise the wear rate. Also, where freshly exposed surfaces touch, local welding will increasingly occur and increase wear. A further deviation from the simple theory outlined here occurs when phase transformations take place, a subject treated by O. Vingsbo in this volume. At melting, finally, the wear rates could become quite high, but also low, depending on the opportunities for healing of wear damage by re-solidifying material.

The Near-Surface Shear Strain Distribution as Determined from Workhardening

The fact that Hirst and Lancaster (19) found sliding velocity to have no direct influence on strain distribution and hardening (see Fig. 5), and the velocity dependence of wear rate to be due to surface temperature changes, suggests that within wide limits and presumably for a wide range of metals strain rate effects per se can be neglected. If so, plastic shear deformation will continue until the local flow stress as raised by workhardening equals the applied stress, i.e. $\tau = \frac{s_y \gamma(z)}{z} (z + z_o)$ according to eq. 21. That this is so is strongly indicated by Fig. 5 in that much the same hardness distribution is caused by the different velocities. It follows that for the most simple case, i.e. linear hardening as in eq. 22 with a negligible $s_1$ term,

$$\tau_0 + C_{\text{II}} \gamma(z) = \frac{s_y \gamma(z)}{z} (z + z_o)$$  \hspace{1cm} (39)
i.e. that

\[ \gamma(z) = \left\{ \frac{z_0}{(2 + z_0)} \right\} \frac{s_y}{\Theta_{II}} - \frac{\tau_o}{\Theta_{II}} \]  

(40)

and

\[ \gamma_s = \left( \frac{s_y - \tau_o}{\Theta_{II}} \right) / \tau_o \]  

(41)

while \( \gamma = 0 \) for

\[ z(\gamma = 0) > \frac{s_y - \tau_o}{\tau_o} \frac{z_o}{z} = \frac{s_y - \tau_o}{\tau_o} K/A_b = z^* \]  

(42)

with, say, \( 0.1 \leq K \leq 10 \).

In this case of linear hardening with finite \( \tau_0 \), the assumption that \( z^* \), the width of the deformed layer as introduced above in connection with eq. 33, is a measure of the size of the contact spot, i.e. \( \sqrt{A_b} \), is evidently not true, except by occasional coincidence. Thus the distinction between \( z_o \), a measure of the width of the layer subject to significant shear stress (roughly of size \( \sqrt{A_b} \) defined by eq. 21, and \( z^* \), the width of the strongly shear strained layer defined by eq. 33, is very real for linear hardening, in which case \( z^*/z_o \) strongly depends on the prevailing conditions.

Depending on the choice of \( \Theta_{II} \), \( s_y \) and \( \tau_o \), the shear strain distribution represented by eq. 40 can vary widely. Thus, for very low workhardening, i.e. \( s_y = \tau_o + \delta \tau \) with \( \delta \tau \ll \tau_o \), eq. 40 reduces to

\[ \gamma = [1 - z/z^*] \frac{\delta \tau}{\Theta_{II}} = \gamma_s [1 - z/z^*] \]  

(42a)

with

\[ z^* = (\delta \tau/\tau_o)z_o \]  

(42b)

i.e. with eq. 26,

\[ n = z_o/z^* = \tau_o/\delta \tau \]  

(42c)
This, then, would be the strain distribution for the ideally plastic material so widely considered in continuum theory.

For \( \frac{s}{y} = 2 \tau \), it is \( z_o = z^* \), i.e. the deformed zone would have a width comparable to \( \sqrt{\frac{z}{z_0}} \), which has been the assumption in the earlier qualitative parts of this paper. In that case, i.e. for \( \frac{s}{y} = 2 \tau \) eq. 40 becomes

\[
\gamma = \left( \tau_o/\Theta_{\text{II}} \right) / \left( 1 + z/z^* \right).
\]

(43)

Finally, for \( \frac{s}{y} >> \tau \), one obtains

\[
\gamma = \frac{s/\gamma_{\text{II}}}{1 + z/z_0} = \frac{\gamma_s}{1 + z/z_0}
\]

(44a)

and, from \( \gamma(z^*) = \gamma_s/150 \),

\[
z^* = 149 \ z_0
\]

(44b)

It is perfectly well possible (although as we shall see presently it is not common) that linear workhardening occurs during wear. At any rate, linear workhardening does not explain the data in Fig. 24. For one, when plotted logarithmically as in Fig. 24, eq. 40 is characterized by a very steep decline of shear strain near \( z^* \), the edge of the deformed zone. Secondly, the shear strains in the deformed zone are typically much too large as if ordinary linear workhardening could be theoretically expected.

To put the values found in eq. 37d and e into perspective, it may be pointed out that in wire drawing, for slip planes oriented at \( 45^\circ \) to the wire axis, the shear strain, \( \gamma \), is related to the tensile strain, \( \Delta L/L \), as \( \gamma = \sqrt{2} \ \Delta L/L \), and to the "true" strain \( \varepsilon \) as

\[
\varepsilon = \ln(\gamma/\sqrt{2})
\]

(45a)

Hence the limit \( \gamma = 7500 \), as in eq. 37e, corresponds to \( \varepsilon = 8.5 \) or less.
in wire drawing, - less because in wire drawing textures the slip planes and directions do not have the ideal 45° orientations.

Such strains, while entirely unheard of in tensile tests, are commonplace in wire drawing, and are similarly expected to be realized in sliding wear. Namely, in wear even more so than in wire drawing, compressive stresses are superimposed on the shear stresses and retard cracking. This would not be so if \( n \), defined by eq. 26, were near to, or less than, say, 2, because the delamination-type cracking would then take place at low compressive stress or even under dilatation. However, as we saw, \( n \geq 4 \), and the strain is strongly concentrated near the surface.

Taking, then, the standpoint that worn surface layers closely resemble highly drawn material, we turn to the work by Langford and Cohen\(^{(79)}\) who investigated the flow stress and microstructure of iron wires as a function of true strains up to \( \varepsilon = 7.4 \) without intermediate annealing, which for the \(<110>\) texture in their case corresponds to \( \gamma = 4000 \). Note that even this large strain can be easily exceeded in iron, while pure copper and platinum can be drawn without annealing practically indefinitely.

Langford and Cohen\(^{(79)}\) observed a workhardening law of the type

\[
\tau = \tau_o + \Theta^\prime_{II} \ln \gamma \tag{45b}
\]

This law is interpolated by eq. 22 for small changes in strain, provided strain rate effects can be neglected. It should indeed be quite prevalent, being expected whenever the workhardened state at any strain is essentially the same as the original state, i.e. is the potential beginning state for further workhardening, as is the case in so-called "stage II" behavior. Namely, stage II behavior goes hand in hand with a microstructure which shrinks
in scale but remains substantially unchanged geometrically\(^{79-81}\), as is demonstrated in Fig. 27.

Combining eq. 45b with eq. 21 renders

\[ \gamma = \exp(-\tau_0/\theta_{II}) \exp\left(\frac{s \tau y / \theta_{II}}{1 + z/z_0}\right) \]  
(46a)

and

\[ \gamma_s = \exp\left(\frac{s \tau y - \tau_0}{\theta_{II}}\right) \]  
(46b)

By the use of the previous convention that

\[ \gamma(z^*)/\gamma_s = e^{-m} \]  
(47)

where, specifically, \( m = 5 \) was chosen above, one may rewrite eq. 46a into

\[ \gamma = \gamma_s \exp\left(-2m/(1 + z^*/z)\right) \]  
(48a)

with

\[ z_0 = z^* \]  
(48b)

provided that

\[ m = s \tau y / \theta_{II} \]  
(48c)

Eq. 48 has been entered into Fig. 24 as curve B, choosing \( m = 5 \) as before and \( \bar{\sigma}_s = 100 \) (i.e. \( \gamma_s = \sqrt{3} 100 = 173 \)). Evidently, the agreement with the data is excellent, and it could still be bettered by a minor adjustment in the value of \( m \). Therefore the only remaining question is whether

\[ s \tau y / \theta_{II} = 2m = 10 \]  
is a reasonable value and is compatible with the requirement
of eq. 46b with eq. 48c, namely

\[ \ln \gamma_s = \frac{(s \tau_y - \tau_o)}{\beta II} = 2m(1 - \frac{\tau_o}{s \tau_y}). \quad (49a) \]

With \( \gamma_s = 173 \), i.e. \( \ln \gamma_s = 5.15 \), and with \( m = 5 \), eq. 49a yields

\[ \frac{\tau_o}{s \tau_y} = 1 - \frac{(\ln \gamma_s)}{2m} = 0.485 \quad (49b) \]

i.e. \( \frac{s \tau_y}{\tau_o} = 2.1 \). This result compares with the measurements by Langford and Cohen\(^{(79)}\) in which at the true strain of \( \varepsilon = 4.3 \), to which \( \gamma_s \) would correspond in the <110> wire drawing texture, \( \frac{s \tau_y}{\tau_o} = 3 \) was found. It thus seems that the strain distribution of Fig. 24, and by inference of a wide range of pure metals under sliding wear, is in all respects consistent with a logarithmic workhardening law of the type of eq. 45b without noticeable strain rate dependence.

For completeness sake it may be added that eq. 33 used for the interpolation curve A in Fig. 24 in conjunction with eq. 21 corresponds to the workhardening law

\[ \tau = \frac{\tau_o}{[1 - \text{const} \times \ln(\gamma/\gamma_o)]} \quad (50) \]

or more specifically for our case,

\[ \tau = \frac{s \tau_y}{[1 - (z*/m z_o) \ln(\gamma/\gamma_s)]} \quad (51) \]

Such a workhardening law has never been proposed but, given skillful choice of the disposable parameters, will also permit reasonable approximations to actual workhardening curves, - as may indeed be judged from curve A in Fig. 24 in comparison to curve B.

In summary of this section: For metals not subject to phase transform-
tions, under a wide range of sliding conditions, flow stress gradients due to temperature and strain rate gradients can be neglected. Therefore the surface layer responds to the imposed shear stress (assumed to decrease as $z/(z + z_0)$ in accordance with eq. 21) with plastic shear until the local flow stress has reached the local value of the applied stress. Stress and strain are related via workhardening laws. The workhardening law which from the theoretical viewpoint is most likely to be widely applicable has been observed in wire drawing of iron\(^{79}\) as well as aluminum alloys\(^{82}\). According to it, the flow stress rises linearly with the logarithm of the strain. Available data on the shear strain distribution near a worn copper surface (Fig. 24) are completely explained with it.

It may be added that the logarithmic workhardening law is not the only one found in wire drawing, and in fact work softening is occasionally observed\(^{82}\). It would be most interesting to test the wear rates of materials that work-soften in wire drawing. For these, one would expect an extreme concentration of shear strain at the surface (i.e. large $n$ values in eq. 37a) in conjunction with very large surface shear strains, $\gamma_s$, and thus low wear coefficients, $Z$.

For the ideal plastic material, without effective workhardening, one expects a simple linear decrease of $\gamma$ with $z$ and extremely concentrated at the surface, meaning a very large value of $n$ and correspondingly very low wear rate according to eq. 37a. Also all other workhardening laws will concentrate the shear strain near the surface, but not as extremely, with the correspondingly expected moderate to large values of $n$.

The often debated, suspected soft surface layer, would appear to be impossible in the framework of the preceding analysis unless dynamic effects were very large, for which there is no evidence. However, all previous considerations concerned positive $z$-values, and the origin of our coordinate system, i.e.
z = 0, was placed at the level of the valleys between cooperating hills, or of the micro-roughness, respectively. For negative z-values conditions are by far more complex: When a contact spot is released, while the two sides part, the roughened zone at negative z-values, which has not undergone systematic shear deformation and thus will be softer, will be subject to grooving which causes strong local deformation and hardening. Yet, even after grooving the top layer, of one micron or less, could still be softer than the layers below, and in that case would have the correspondingly lower dislocation density. However, if so, this softer layer is softer on account of a quite complex deformation history and not as the result of any particular dislocation mechanism.

The question of the suspected soft surface layer has been reviewed by Hirth and Rigney\(^{(51, 56)}\) from the standpoint of dislocation theory, and even more extensively by Nabarro\(^{(83)}\). Rather earlier, and somewhat less searchingly, the same question has been addressed by the writer\(^{(84)}\), and it was further illuminated by some remarkable experiments\(^{(85, 86)}\). On balance, it seems clear that, on account of dislocation mechanisms, the top surface layer could be harder or softer, depending on detailed conditions, but that esoteric dislocation effects do not seem to play any appreciable role in modifying the hardness of surface layers in friction and wear.

Dislocation Behavior and Microstructures

The picture of regularity and simplicity of mechanical behavior during sliding wear that has been developed above for what we have termed the "basic" case, leaves little room for surprises in regard to microstructures: For homogeneous metals, at the least, one will expect the same kind of dislocation cell formation as in wire drawing, but with a texture much as in rolling.

The microstructure of drawn wire has previously been examined for the case
of iron (79) (of which Fig. 27 gives examples), and for the case of aluminum (82), and it has been interpreted theoretically with considerable success (80), albeit still leaving some unanswered problems (82, 87).

The basic reasons for the formation of sub-boundaries have been given already above, namely energy reduction of the trapped dislocations which in the presence of more than one Burgers vector direction leads to the formation of dislocation cells. The cell interiors are almost free of dislocations and are rigidly rotated relative to the interiors of the neighboring cells.

"Similitude", as previously defined and illustrated in Fig. 27, causes stage II behavior. Included in "stage II behavior" is linear workhardening at small strains, and workhardening linear in log strain (i.e. linear from moment to moment with respect to the existing state) for large strains, as in eq. 45b. While similitude obtains, the dislocation cell size and mesh length in the cell walls are both nearly inversely proportional to the acting stress. This has indeed been found to be true in iron, in the work by Langford and Cohen (79, 80), but a more complicated, though generally similar, behavior was reported for aluminum alloys (82, 87).

The similarity between surface shear in wear, and the deformation in wire drawing, is sufficiently close that below wear tracks one expects to see dislocation cells resembling those in wire drawing, which follows stage II behavior, as explained, excepting perhaps the layer at $z < 0$ in our coordinate system. Correspondingly, the dislocation cell diameter, $D$, should rise roughly linearly with $z$, i.e. distance from the surface, since the shear stress near the surface is $\tau = \frac{s_y z_o}{(z + z_o)}$ while $D = \frac{1}{\tau}$ in similitude, so that $D = D_s + \text{const} \times z$. Fig. 28 due to L. K. Ives (8) shows an increase about this type but, regrettably, micrographs are as yet too few.
Fig. 27 Ciossectional (top row) and longitudinal (bottom row) micrographs of the dislocation cell structure in drawn iron wire. The true strains ($\varepsilon$) and the shear strains ($\gamma$) to which these would correspond in the surface deformation under wear tracks are as indicated, using the specific wear texture in the case concerned. Note that, due to "similitude", the cells shrink in size without changing shape, yet no recrystallization took place. (Courtesy of G. Langford and M. Cohen, - compare ref. 79).
Fig. 28 Cell structure beneath wear track in copper tested under lubricated sliding conditions. Note the qualitative similarity with Fig. 27, taking into consideration the relatively higher magnification in this figure. According to the theory in the present paper, the cell diameter should rise linearly with distance from the surface down to the thickness of the sheared layer, of roughly 0.1 mm in extent. (Courtesy of L. K. Ives, ref. 8).
this dependence definitely. Further, since $\psi$, the angle of relative misorientation across cell walls, is inversely proportional to the meshlength of the dislocations in the cell walls, one expects $\psi = \tau$ i.e. $\psi = z_0/(z + z_0)$, more or less. This, too, should be tested. The qualifier "more or less" comes about due to a minor deviation from simple proportionalities by the intrusion of a logarithmic term in the dislocation line energy (80, 81).

Dislocation cell walls are principally composed of mobile dislocations and are themselves mobile, always adjusting towards minimum energy configurations. Therefore it would be a mistake to expect dislocation cells to deform homologously with the shear of the surface material, and for the case of wire drawing Fig. 27 shows clearly that they don't; namely, the wire lengths in Figs. 27 are in the ratios of 1 : 14.6 : 134 i.e. a much wider spread than that of the cell lengths or crossections. Because of the awesome variety of possible configurations and our present inability to compute the energy of even some of the most simple ones to an accuracy sufficient for relative comparisons, no quantitative predictions can be made as to the size of the cells in the deformed surface zone, however.

In drawn iron wire (79), the cell diameters shrink in line with the rising stress (eq. 46) but, as evident from Fig. 27, less fast than the wire diameter, so that cell walls vanish continuously. It seems highly improbable that the eliminated cell walls simply dissolve, and equally improbable that, by and large, they leave through the free surfaces. Rather, they presumably annihilate pairwise, i.e. by the elimination of whole cells (81). That effect is unlikely to be found in sliding wear, because the surface layer, though shearing, does not change its macroscopic area or thickness. Thus no cell walls need to be eliminated during cell refinement but cell walls must be
formed instead. Again, that process is believed to consist of the pairwise formation of opposite cell walls \(^{(81)}\). Furthermore, during sliding wear the average cell diameter as a function of \(z\) will not change beyond "run-in". Thereafter, the average cell length and shape is presumably maintained by the statistical pairwise formation of new cell walls, in whichever new areas become exposed as wear via delamination removes surface layers.

Going in the direction of smaller \(z\)-values, i.e. towards the surface, the cell walls will look more and more like grain boundaries, because as \(\psi\) and the dislocation density in the walls increases, so the wall thickness shrinks. For this reason the cells may often look like, and be mistaken for, recrystallized grains.

Measurements of shear strain below the surface by analyzing crystallite shapes \(^{(18, 77)}\) are bedeviled by the discussed mobility of cell walls, the resulting impossibility of deducing the macroscopic shape change from them, and the difficulty of distinguishing cell walls from grain boundaries. The belief that "grain boundary" rearrangements are necessarily caused by recrystallization or dynamic recrystallization \(^{(18)}\) is only too understandable and occasionally correct but, in connection with cell walls, it is generally erroneous as indicated. Fig. 27 demonstrates this clearly: The dislocation cells make the impression as if annealed, but the experimentally observed dependence of cell diameter on stress and strain \(^{(79)}\), as well as the theoretical interpretation \(^{(80)}\) show without doubt that there was no recrystallization, dynamic or otherwise. This does not mean that recrystallization cannot take place at all during sliding wear. Fig. 29 by Ives \(^{(8)}\) proves that it can; in this case unmistakable on account of the presence of annealing twins.

Rigney, Hirth and Glaeser \(^{(51, 55, 56)}\) have recently suggested that the dislocation cells below the wear track are rectangular, with the largest face
Fig. 29 Cross section through a wear track of copper tested under dry sliding condition, 1 kg* load, 3.8 cm/sec sliding speed, after 200 m of sliding. Recrystallized grains can be clearly recognized by the presence of annealing twins in them. Note also fissures, partly in the recrystallized grains and partly in the fine-grained material, - which incidentally could also be recrystallized, a question which cannot be definitely decided without further information. (Courtesy of L. K. Ives, ref. 3).
parallel to the surface, and the cells being elongated in the direction of sliding. In addition to the arguments by Rigney et al., this is a most reasonable possibility also when viewed from the basis of a computational theory of dislocation cells\(^{(47, 88)}\) which came to the following conclusions: The minimum energy configuration attainable with three equivalent, coplanar Burgers vectors forming an equilateral triangle, such as on close packed planes, is a set of rectangular cells whose relative misorientations are about a common axis and alternate left, right, left, right as if in a three-dimensional checkerboard pattern.

In sliding wear, the sliding direction, as well as the normals to the sliding surface and to the sliding direction, are preferred directions. For symmetry reasons, either of the three could serve as the mentioned common axis of relative misorientation among the cells that should exist according to theory\(^{(88)}\). If it is the surface normal which so serves, there would be twist boundaries parallel to the surface, while the two sets of boundaries at right angles to the surface would be tilt walls. If, on the other hand, the axis of misorientation is the sliding direction, all cell walls containing the sliding direction (i.e. two thirds of the walls, and the larger ones at that) would have tilt character, while only the walls normal to the sliding direction would be twist boundaries. Finally, if the common axis of misorientation is parallel to the surface and normal to the sliding direction, the cell walls parallel to the surface and those normal to the sliding direction would have tilt character, whereas the cell walls parallel to the sliding direction would be twist boundaries.

Hirth and Rigney\(^{(51, 56)}\) expect tilt walls at right angles to the sliding direction, composed of primary dislocations, which would imply a rotational...
axis normal to the sliding direction, parallel to the surface. However, tentatively, Ives (89) has identified the majority of cell walls as of tilt type for the case of copper. If so, the sliding direction is the common axis. At any rate, now that the different simple possibilities have been stated, it becomes readily possible to search for the answer in a systematic manner.

We may conclude this discussion with two tantalizing micrographs due to Lawless (90) (Figs. 30 and 31). These give an example of that ideal cell geometry which was predicted by Rigney, Hirth and Glasser (51, 55, 56), and which is theoretically expected for the case of highly symmetrical conditions, including at least three coplanar Burgers vectors in a symmetrical orientation to surface and sliding direction (88). These micrographs of the cell structure underneath a wear track were obtained from a 1000 Å thick (100)-oriented copper film that had been epitaxially grown on cleaved rock salt, and over which a very lightly loaded hemispherical sapphire was slid in [011] direction (90).

Evidently, in this geometry, with \( \frac{1}{2} \langle 110 \rangle \) serving as Burgers vectors, the stipulated conditions for high symmetry are met, and evidently, too, the cell shapes are precisely those that were predicted. Yet, it is not possible to decide from Figs. 30 and 31 which direction served as the common axis of misorientation for the cells, that should be present according to theory. Namely, not all of the short boundaries normal to the sliding direction in Fig. 30 are necessarily cell walls, but some, namely specifically those showing no diffraction contrast change from one side to the other and composed of just one set of lines parallel to the surface, are probably stacking faults. If the dark lines in these features were dislocations, they could only be dipolar walls composed of equal numbers of positive and negative primary (i.e.
Dislocation cell structure under the wear track of a very lightly loaded sapphire ball slid over a 1000 Å thick, (100)-oriented copper film on cleaved rock salt. By geometry and orientation, the cells are exactly as had been predicted previously (refs. 51, 55, 56 and 88). However, it cannot be determined whether the cells have a common axis of misorientation, as predicted by theory (ref. 88) and, if so, which one. Part of the difficulty here arises because it is not entirely clear whether some of the features parallel to [011] in Fig. 31 are sets of dipolar edge dislocation pairs, or twin boundaries, or stacking faults. More experiments to clarify this point are needed. Fig. 30 as deformed, Fig. 31 after heating. (Courtesy of K. R. Lawless, ref. 90).
[011]) edge dislocations, and would thus not be associated with any relative rotation. Alternatively, also, these features could be twin boundaries.

The fact that another set of dislocations, steeply inclined to the surface, is appearing to move into those structures or to move towards extending them, is an argument in favor of interpreting them as dipolar walls which are in the process of converting into tilt walls with axis parallel to [100]. Also the cell walls parallel to [011] appear to be threaded with dislocations which are steeply inclined to the surface. It is thus possible that all of the walls either are, or are in the process of developing into, tilt walls with the rotation axis normal to the surface. This interpretation would be consistent with the lack of diffraction contrast in Fig. 31 but inconsistent with the rather pronounced diffraction contrast across the middle cell in Fig. 30. Perhaps, at the price of a further complication, that contrast could then be interpreted as due to an initial rotation about an axis parallel to the [011] sliding direction.

Alternatively, the common axis of misorientation could be parallel to the sliding direction. The lack of diffraction contrast in Fig. 31 in that case would be explained as due to a too great deviation from the Bragg condition. Altogether this hypothesis of [011] as the rotation axis is in better agreement with the micrographs. The features across which there is no evidence of misorientation, if they are not stacking faults or twin boundaries, could in that case be interpreted as close pairs of walls which are in the process of moving apart and thereby generating new dislocation cells as explained before in connection with cell size refinement in wear layers.

Altogether, therefore, Figs. 30 and 31 provide tantalizing support for the theoretical considerations presented in this paper but fall short of providing proof. Thus more experimental work is highly desirable also in this area.
Summary and Outlook

Evidently, the various ideas, predictions and quantitative relationships in this paper provide much opportunity for experimental testing, which no doubt will lead to considerable refinements if not major modifications. As was shown, all of the above are in adequate agreement with existing data or better, so that the theory is certainly promising. If it is then assumed that it is basically correct, one may be impressed with the underlying simplicity of the mechanisms involved in friction and wear: A small number of relatively restricted contact spots, usually representing only a very small fraction of the geometrical area, interlock from one side of the sliding couple to the other, to enforce momentary relative rest. This enforces gliding, which is concentrated in the top layer of the softer of the two materials concerned, or is shared equally among two like materials. At the edges of these spots, as well as while spots part, the interlocking micro-roughnesses, generated by inhomogeneities of local elastic and plastic deformation, plough a shallow grooving pattern into the wear track. The shear stresses, due to the tangential tractions applied at the contact spots, extend into the materials to a depth comparable to the contact spot diameters, which typically is in the 0.1 mm range, whereas the micro-roughness has only about 1% of that depth, or less.

The two materials respond to the applied tractions with shear deformations. In the majority of technologically interesting dry sliding situations, those shear deformations cease when the local flow stress, as raised by work hardening, equals the applied resolved shear stress on the active glide system, wherein each layer parallel to the surface may be assumed to act independently of its adjoining layers, and in which, typically, strain rate effects are negligible.

During the initial period of "running-in", statistically the contact spot migrations generate a rather uniformly sheared and work hardened surface layer. Local shearing off of asperities which are caught in the "valleys" of the opposing surface contour, continues throughout sliding. It acts to preferentially transfer
particles of the softer material to the harder, but not exclusively so. That 
transfer is initially stronger in the case of initially rough surfaces and is 
initially slower for the case of initially smooth surfaces, and should come to an 
equilibrium when the micro-roughness appropriate to the prevailing sliding condit-
ions is established throughout. That shearing-off of asperities then should continue 
at some constant rate which, however, is slower than "delamination wear" which 
sets in gradually and reaches a constant rate after the running-in period.

"Delamination wear", consisting of the flaking off of a surface layer of more 
or less constant thickness, in flakes whose area is of little particular signifi-
cance for the process, must occur whenever the flow stress of the softer (or both) 
material(s) is a monotonically rising function of cumulative strain. If so, there 
must typically a limit be reached, beyond which the material cannot be deformed, 
and cracking will result. This cracking takes the form of "delamination" because 
of the essential uniformity of stress/strain history and mechanical properties 
of layers parallel to the surface which, however, act rather independently of the 
neighboring layers. The simple formulae which describe this process give a wear 
rate parameter, and length of induction path for wearing-in, which are in general 
harmony with observations.

Complications of the above basic processes arise because the flow stress of 
the surface material subject to shearing, and the flow stress of the bulk mater-
ial which determines the total extent of the contact spots, are not the same and 
are subject to different effects in regard to crystallographic texture and temper-
ature gradients such as arise in the course of sliding. However, the semi-quantit-
ative predictions of coefficient of friction and its dependence on crystal struct-
ure, sliding direction, development during running-in, and sliding velocity, are 
all in good accord with experimental observations.

Dislocation concepts are important in the understanding of the above derivat-
ions and conclusions, especially in regard to geometrical considerations. That the
dislocations behave according to the local conditions of stress and strain, without the obvious intervention of any peculiar effects, such as are otherwise known to occur at surfaces, is established to a high degree of confidence through comparing dislocation structures underneath wear tracks with those in drawn wires. The working conditions in the two cases are comparable, and similarly high shear strains are attained, and the dislocation structures formed are also similar. Since those in wire drawing have previously been successfully interpreted in terms of basic dislocation properties, it is considered probable that also the structures under wear tracks are in accord with theoretical expectations, at the least in cases of sufficiently simple symmetry that predictions can be made. None such are at this point available with sufficiently much detail provided to permit a proof of this contention. However, in one specific case intriguing partial confirmation was obtained.

It is much to be hoped that the present theory will stimulate experimentation to test and expand it. If successful, the theory may become very useful in the prediction of coefficients of friction and wear rates. One particular application of the theory may be found in the opportunity it offers to improve wear behavior via purposefully selected textures.
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